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Kirkea' Hand-BooK of PHysiolo^ j&

HAND-BOOK OF
PHYSIOLOGY

BY

"W. D. HALLIBURTON. M.D.. F.R.S.
Professor of Physiology, King's College, London

Sixteenth Edition
With upwards of six hundred and fifty Illustrations,

including some colored plates.

Extracts from the Author's Prefaces

:

Fourteenth Edition
The present edition of thi* Hand-book has been re-arranged, and to a f^reat

extent re-written. In fact, with the exception of numerous illustrations, and a
few pag^es here and there, whicli treat of anatomical detail or describe instru-
ments, and which have only been subjected to minor alterations, the boolt is a
new one. In re-writinjj the book, I have endeavored to bear in mind, that it i*

•'ntended for the use of medical students, and I have also retained what has
always been one of its special features, namely, that it treats of Histology as
well as of Physiology proper.

Fifteenth Edition
Considerable activity has characterized all branches of physiological re-

search during the short time that has elapsed since the publication of the last
edition of this Hand-book. All the important facts which have been thus dis-
covered I have endeavored to incorporate in the present edition. I am much
indebted to numerous correspondents in this country and in America for pointing
out a number of minor errors, which escaped me when correcting the last edition
for press ; these I have taken the opportunity to rectify. I have especially to
thank Dr. Leonard Hill, who has given me much assistance in amplifying the
chapter on the Circulation of the Blood. I have also modified the order in which
the subjects are treated ; the Central Nervous System is now placed towards the
end of the book. This step has been taken in response to the wishes of numer-
ous teachers.

Sixteenth Edition
The rapid sale of the fifteenth edition has necessitated the issue of another.

The present, the sixteenth edition, is, however, not a mere reprint, but where
necessary the subject-matter has been brought fully up-to-date.

Every chapter seems to have been brought up-to-date with
equal care, and the volume stands not only as the most recent,
but as one of the best books on Physiology extant. Tht Lancet.

Demy 8vo. 896 Pages
Price, Leather, $3.75 Cloth, 93.00

George N. Morang <S1 Company
I^ im i t e d

90 "Wellingfton St. "West, Toronto

' J. 'i'--^
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AULDE.

The Pocket Pharmacy, with Therapeutic Index.

A Rtfsum^ of the Clinical Applications of Remedies adapted to t! e

Pocket-Case, for the Treatment of Emergencies and Acute Diseases.

BvJoHN AuLDE, M.D.. Member uf the American Mtdical Association;

of the Medical Society of the State of Pennsylvania , of the Philadelphia

County Medical Society, etc. ( Jth, $2.00.

BAILEY.

Accident and Injury ; Their Relations to Diseases of the Nervous

System.

By Pearce Bailey. A.M., M.D.. Attending Physician to the Depart-

ment of Correction and to the Almshouse and Incurable Hospitals

;

Assistant in Neurology, Columbia University ; Consulting Neurologist

to St. Lukes Hospital. New York City. With S5 Illustrations. 8vo,

430 pages. Cloth. $=i.oo ; sheep. $6.00. Sold only by subscription.

THE original inrpose of the author in this undertaking was to furnisii a systematic description of the

nervous affections which result from injury and fright, and which, under the generally familiar term

of " the traumatic neuroses," exist independently of any as yet demonstrated lesion m the nervous system.

These disorders are of sufficiently common occurrence to constitute a comprehensive chapter '" 'n'e™a'

medicine, and they have obtained a position of legal prominence from the frequency with which they

are associated with questions of liability. Yet, in spite of their importance, that they are not always

cleaily understood by physicians generally is shown by the contradictory views expressed concen.ing

them when they become the subjects of litigation.

" Pr. Bailey has performed a valuable work in bringing toget*- vvhat ii known about the fllation

between injury and diseases of the nervous system."—Afontrea/ Medical Journal.

. "Dr Bailey deserves the highest credit for having presented a work written with.m. pa=sion or

oreiudice^ whichhe has clearly sUted facts, and brushed away so -ny of the fallacies which have

KoJore atuched to i^edicclegal medicine along the line of ac. nts to the nervous system. -
Medical Sentinel.



D. APPLETON AND COMPANY'S

BARKER.

The Nerrom Syttem and if Con«

ttituent Neuroneg.

Designed for the Use of Practitioner!

of Medicine and of Students of Medi-
cine and Psychology. By LEWtiLYS
F. Barker, M. B., Tor., Associate Pro-
fessor of Anatomy in the Johns Hopkins
University and Assistant Resident Pa-
thologist to the Johns Hopkins Hospital.

With 2 Colored Pl-»es and 676 Illus-

trations in the Text. 8vo, 1123 pages.

Cloth. $6.00; sheep, $7.00. Sold only
by subscription.

'pms book hM been written in the light of the revelatiou
LiwEiLvs F. Ba-ikm, M. B. * of the most recent investigation! in neuropatholotry, and

constitutes the most scientific and complete work on the sub-
ject ever published, and one of inestimable value to the practitioner and student of medicine.

•' Thin work is entirely original in purpose and execution It will doubtless do more than anvthine
yet published to determine the present latitude and lor. ,itu'' of the neurone theory, and to stamp withthe seal of authority what has been already acromplit'^ j, a.d making that theory the established
basis of neuroloRical study. It deals with the fine- ratni. .nan the grosser constituents of the nervous
system, and is not intended to, nor will it, displace other valuable works uron (grosser, reurolocicalanatomy. It will however, amplify the histologic.il basis of all. and distinctly modernise and advance
that of some of these textbooks, and wiU greatly add to the histological foundation of this line ofstudy. —.Weaicai Age.

I u" T*"'* 'l**
"*?*«f'y evosition of a subject now awakening the interest of the general practitioner

It has lone been a theme of most intense interest to the specialist and to one interested in nervous and
psycholocical phenomena. ... The author has been wise in profusely illustrating his text, and he cor-
rectly stiles that all expenence teaches that, in morphological studies especially, the former relati( nsare more ea-silv grasped from the examination of bo<«1 pictures and models than in any other way andthat one wellchc«en illustration with a satisfactory legend is often of greater value to the student thanmany pages of laborious and exact description."- HahnemanHian Monthly.

«„ !i,^^'i!'!!f
'^."/""s' favorably impressed by the work, which is the most lucid and comprehensiveon the subject which we hive seen m English. It is certainly destined to make its mark, and will havemany purchasers, more especially from the ranks of neurologists and psychiatrists. The publishershave done everything which liberality and skill could do to make a handsome volume. The illustrationsare particularly good and well brought out."—5/. Louis Mtdtcal and Surgical Journal.

" No man who desires to be abreast of the times should fail to read this book. The gradual devel-opmerit of the subject, new to many, makes it easy of comprehension. The publishers bring out thework in a lavish manner, sparing neither pains nor expense.''— CAar/o/Z/r Medical Journal.

" .\ teature that at once attracts attention, and gives confidence in the book, is the evident thoroueli
acquaintanceship the author has with the literature upon the subject. To say this is to say a great deal
tor th literature upon the nervous system is now a most extensive one. It is apparent, however thatno ore has been overlooked. ... It may be said of the work, what can be said of very few works thatthe best has been garnered from all fields •'—G»«ad'»a(. /Va<r////V;«r.

.„=. "
^'''? y"'"™ "* '"2 PaKM forms .' jst important contribution to the anatomy of the nervoussystem ol late years. In the first i this volume the newer conceptions of the histology of the

central and peripheral nervous organs ..^ reviewed. In the succeeding chapters the attempt has beenmade to apply the neurone conception to a description of -le complex structure of the nervous system

i^L*.!!,
e*Pf"al y accents the statement that the term neurone is used throughout in the widest

r«,?o!^ r/2"i.i •' ?J' ^'°,"'i'"e to the nervous system with all its parts. ... The conception of theneurone as held in this book is one that brings the pathology and phvsiology of the nervous ""tern intoune with Cellular patlMjIoKy in general. Neurone is everywhere to bi translated by the word ceU. The
w?m .J. T*. '!f"

'
adequately illustrated, and is quite essential to any one who would keep abreastwith the late advances in neurl anatomy."—.I/^rf/c/W*.

•"c-ai
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BARTHOLOW.

ROBKIITS Babtholow, M. D.

A Treatise on the Practice of Medici \

For the Use of Students and Practi-

lioners of Medicine. By Roberts

Barthoiow, M. a., M. D., LL. I).,

Professor Emeritus of Materia Medica.

General Therapeutics, and Hygiene, in

the Jefferson Medical College of Phila-

delphia, etc. Eighth edition, revised and

enlarged. 8vo. Clotli. $s.oo ;
sheep,

$6.00.
•• The fiejervH popularity t,{ thii work is attest -d by the

fact that the first eliiion was issued in ih8:>, that a »econd

Z.* demanded in three months, and that the other, liave

(oi ..wed them in ripid lucceasion and been met by appre-

ciative itudenu always. The author says, m hi» pre"« to

this edition, that he has sought to malte it worthy of the

approbation of his readers by increasing the practical re-

sources of hU worli, devotintc his attention chiefly to the

dini.al aspects of r-edicine, without overl<»kinK the ad-

vancVs mad. in the Kientific branch. This b.«k. like the

previous editions of the work, is the prr ict of a master

lind an honored authority, and in its n.,- .orm, with such

of the latest ideas as the author can conscientiously indorse

or present for consideration, continues to hold its pace

among the sundard text-books on all matters included in

H."—Aortk Carolina Medical Journal.

A Practical Treatise on Materia Medica and Therapeutics.

By Roberts Bartholow, M. A., M. D.. LL.D.. Professor Emeritus of

Materia Medica, General Therapeutics, and Hygiene, in the Jefferson

Medical College of Philadelphia ; Fellow of the College of Physicians

;

Member of the American Phi'osophical Society ; Honorary Fellow of

the Royal Medical Society of Edinburgh; Honorary Menjber of the

Societe Medico-pratique de Paris, and of various National. State, and

County Medical Societies ; Author of a Treatise on the Practice of

Medicine; of a Treatise on Medical Electricity; of a Manual of Hypo-

dermatic Medication; of the Russell and Jewett Prize Essays, and f^rize

Essays of the American Medical Association and of the Rhode Island

Medical Society, etc. Tenth edition, revised and enlarged. 8vo, 86b

pages. Cloth, $s. 00; sheep, $6.00.

.. In evidence of the esteem in which this work is held by the medical p •«'«^*°;>
.fj"'""''-

''

'^f^
ficfent to .lote that after twenty-three years Mnce the fir^t edition « .« '»"*^ -'« "^^""5 '"d*^';^iP^^'^
run through ten editions -the work yet maintains its place as one of the ,7°*' ;» "^''^,^/Xrwork on
if not, intfeed, the most practically u^ful work on the subject "'»"

'^ '^^f" '^^t'/.j^''^'^^^^^^^
the subject of materia medica and therapeutics containing a p^*" ""•"^er °^ °'>^„7*'";"L'!7,''
the adnSistration of medicine,, which are based on clinical knowledge *?Ja^*."°* >"'*""

'actical'
This tenth edition of this work has an addeu chapter on Prescription W

"«'"8-J*'"?,^ \''™' P"5»^*''

and contains valuable suggestions. Amon^ the newer dnigs we find only those whKh ha;« "^^mrd a

recognized place in the physicians armamentarium, and which are not likely to be isplaced by the

coming revision ol the pharmacopoeia."—CA/ira^o Clinical Keview.

" There is food reason for saving this work by Dr. Bartholow comes as an old friend for a kindlv

hand-shake. Tenth edition, and the first bea.ing date of .S7O. sh.,. . a P^.P"^^"//
«'f

» ^Id stHl sta^S
criticism and in the realm of standard literature. . . . The tenth edition .s up to date, and still stands

as a monument to the author's erudition and marvelous industry. —Lancet-i-nntc.



D. APPLETON AND COMPANY'S

BASTIAN.
Paralyses; Cerebral, Bulbar, and Spinal.

A Manual of Diagnosis for Students and Practitioners. By H. Charl-
ton Bastian, M. a., M. D.. F. R. S.. Fellow of the Royal College of
Physicians

; Examiner in Medicine at the Royal College of Physicians

;

Professor of Clinical Medicine and of Pathological Anatomy in Uni-
versity College, London, etc. With 136 Illustrations. Small 8vo,
671 pages. Cloth, $4.50.

.ffJrlon.li^j!!*?! k'*.
^** *''•*""• "** *S""" °°.' °°}y "'» '°"'' "*»•• <:»« ">e symptomatology of theaffettions m hand, but passes m review all essential factors in the anatomy, physiology, and Mtholoev

made dear, and m practice will be able to rest his prognosis and treatment in not a few of the formsof paralysis upon a firmer scientific bas.\s."-Amer^aH frattitiontr and News.

A Treatise on Aphasia and Other Speech Defects.

By H. Charlton Bastian, M. A., M. D. Lond., F. R. S., Author of "The
Brain as an Organ of Mind," "Paralysis from Brain Disease. " etc. ; Emer-
itus Professor of the Principles and Practice of Medicine and of Clinical
Medicine in University College, London, etc. With Illustrations. 8vo,
366 pages. Cloth, $4.00.

T-HE work is a reproduction, with many additions, of the author's Lumleian Lectures, and represenU
the views which long experience and study have led him to enterUin. The subjecU are treated in

a more complete way than has hitherto been attempted by writers.

The American Journal of Medical Science says

:

"Perhaps no one is better fitted to deal with speech defects than is the author of this book, and
certainly no one has given us a more comprehensive view of the subject. Many of the chapters haveappeared before in the columns of ' The Lancet,' but much new material has been added,"

Paralysis from Brain Disease in its Common Forms.

By H. Charlton Bastian, M. A., M. D., Fellow of the Royal College
of Physicians

; Professor of Pathological Anatomy in University College,
London. With Illustrations. lamo, 340 pages. Cloth, $1.75.

" These lectures were delivered in University College Hospital, at a time when I was doing duty forone of the senior physicians, and during the same year—after they had been reproduced from very full
notes taken by my fnend Mr. John Tweedy—they appeared in the pages of ' The Lancet.' They arenow republished at the request of many friends, though only after having undergone a very careful re-
vision, during which a considerable quantity of new matter has been added. It would have been easy
to have very much increased the sire of the book by the introduction of a larger number of illustrative
cases, and by treatment of many of the subjects at greater length, but this the author has purposely
abstained from doing, under the belfef that in its present form it is hkely to prove more acceptable to
students, and also perhaps more useii;! to busy practitioners."— /fjr/ra^/' /row Pre/ace.

The Brain as an Organ of Mind.

By H. Charlton Bastian, M. A., M. D., Fellow of the Royal College of
Physicians

; Professor of Pathological Anatomy in University College,
London. With 184 Illustrations and an Index. lamo, 708 pages.
Cloth. $2.50.

.
." '^\ Bastian 's new book is one of great value and importance. The knowledge it gives is universal

in Its claims and of moment to ever)body. It should be forthwith introduced as a manual into all
colleges, high schools, and normal schools in the country ; not to be made a matter of ordinary mechan-
ical recitations, but that its subject may arrest attention and rouse interest, and be lodged in the minds
Of students in connection with observations and experimenU that will give reality to the knowledgen^nrti"—Popular Science Monthly.

•. / v





From Berkley's 'A Treatise on Mental Diseases."

M
i

,1

I'

Fio. 43.—An IiiioT or the MACRooEpnALic Class. The head is larirc, symmetrical, though
the cranial arch is unusually high. The circumference ia 5S ; tlie aiitero-ix>sterior meas-
urement (with tope) is 35; over the arch is 3« centimetres. With the coiuj.asses the
measurements are

: nntero-postirior. 21 ; transverse. 10 ; piviuL' an index of :;. Articu-
late l:i:i|iuaire is limited to a few simple words. Th? hones of the inferior extremities
show u nunilicr of i>osture distortion.s. The thyroid gland is palpable.
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HkNRV J. BERKLhV, M.D.

BERKLEY.

IA Treatise on Mental Diseases.

Designed for the Use of Practitioners

and Students of Medicine. By Henry

J.
Berkley, M. D., Clinical Professor

of Psychiatry, Johns Hopitins Univer-

sity ;
Chief Visiting Physician to the

City Insane Asyium, Baltimore. With

Frontispiece, Lithographic Plates, and

Illustrations in the Text. 8vo. 624

pages. Cloth, $5.00; sheep, $6.00.

Sold only by subscription.

T'HE absence of a comprehensive practical work in the

English language on Mental Diseases -one adapted to

the student and busy practitioner—has led the author to

prepare this treatise embodying all the principal forms of

1 alienation. The work opens with a section containing the

I most necessary points in the «ross anatomy and histology

of the cerebrum from the modern standpoint, and in which

especial attention is given to the all-important lymphatic

^ ""Si'"^c!!::^tition on the general pathology o, mental maladies, the lesions of the vascuUr

% apparatus meeting with especial consideration. Next comes a clinical ^^i^'^fj^^V^oo pages Th.s

comprises four distinct divisions, with numerous subdivisions, U bemg considered ''> ^"^^ « "'"
^j^^'

»

! definite classification helps materiaUy to fix upon the mind the details of a disease, rather than to group

all diseases having a common series of symptoms.

" Practitioners should be delighted with this handsome and helpful work The authors compre-

'^ » ?^iaraS^dut'o-nVSL «^LfcSe7o^^^^.7.^^^^^^^^^
- ?„^t to AmSreXs having friends in the Philippines. Ano'^f/ s«r><''»g ^nd pract.c^^^^^^^^

'-

dumTs that on cranial measurements and the stigmata of degeneration."-/).r»r.r Medual 2,m,s.

\
.. The work opens with a section containing the most n^es.=ary poinU in »^« KT^if"f*°;j'5'„'^^^

histology of thec^brum from the modern standpoint, and in "^ich especial attention sg^^^^^

all-important lymphatic circulation of the brain. Then ^^"^^^^^^^X^^Tfl^^^^^^^^'^^^i^
mental maladi«, the lesions of the vascular apparatus

-"f
<>"8 *."5^ «?Pf,^!,' ''^^r;"^^^

\ comes a clinical section of over 500 pages. Th-s comprise.
f°"^;l'f*'""J

"=^"''
^X "oTx °™n tl«

i divisions, it being considered by the writer that a defini e classification hel^ materially to hx^pon tne

? mind the details of a disease rather that, to group all diseases ^=1""K^.X Zidln to mak^X sub-
' excitement of depression, for example -in one common class »"'',,P^^™''*''^™?"„o"te differs
« groups according to what seems right in his own eyes Such an ''l-<'«fi"«l !fe7Ka °" °' J^"^

3 Lms of insanity has hitherto been productive of untold confusion in '^e nomenc ature "' "™'*'
™«^^.

.lae among English-speaking people. The definite classification given by the author will unquestion

ably do much to relieve the present disorder.
. ^v.„\,^„\ fnnnHatinn the so-

••The groupings are: I. -Mental diseases without ascertainable pathologica f°""°f'°"' ,\7 ^
called idio^thic insanities. 11. Insanities f""o«i"K "'^amc lesion of the areb^^^^^^ !^n

sanities of the psychical degenerate. IV States of retarded psychical development (idiocy, etc.

- these main groups is appended a chapter on the Insanities of Childhood^
H^n,pntias the insanit

"Some of the chapters, like those on the senile psychoses, the orf^n - <»*"'?.
*'.I, imnrmant

followrng bacterial and^ toxalbumic poisoning, as "^eUj^ those on the febrUe psycho.es th^^^

syphilitil insanities, the psychoses following ursmia, diabetes, and autointoxication from the >n'^«'"a^

, SSal, treat of an almost*^ linexplored field of medicine. Descriptions "f the f'«^ .here the^find nS
i of thi tissues in the various forms of mental disease have been given, and here ^d there «be^ finding

3 have been ill«=tratpd .ind confirmed bv experimental work. The illustrations have been caretuuy pre-

i. pared."— Toltdo Medical and Surgical Reporttr.

i



D. APPLETON AND COMPANY'S

BILLINGS.

The Relation of Animal Diseases to the Public Health, and their

Prevention.

With a Brief Historical Sketch of the Development of Veterinary

Medicine from the Earliest Ages to the Present Time ; and a Critical

Historical Sketch of the Leading Schools of the World, showing the

Reasons which led to their Foundation, and with the Endeavor to draw
from their Experiences Teachings of Value toward the Establishment
of a General Veterinary Police-hygienic System and Veterinary Schools
in this Country. By Frank S. Billings, Veterinary Surgeon, Graduate
of the Royal Veterinary Institute, Berlin ; Member of the Royal Vet-
erinary Association of the Province of Brandenburg, Prussia Honorary
Member of the Veterinary Society of Montreal, Canada, etc. 8vo.

Cloth, $4.00.

" This handsome volume does great credit to its author and publishers. It is an excellent book in

most respects, an extraordinary one in many, and an objectionable one in very few. It at the very
least should be in the libraries of every national. State, city, town, and county Board of Health. It

certainly should be studied by every teacher and scientific practitioner of veterinary medicine, and will

be of great service to every stock and cattle holder and dealer. ... It is evidently written by a man
of ability and high culture, well versed both in the literature and science as well as the practical bear-
ings of his subject. Such a man has an inalienable right to have opinions of his own ; and he has them,
and does not hesitate to express them. ... We hope and believe that the volume will be received by
all, except perhaps by those especially atUcked, with the great welcome that its author and publishers
must expect for it. It will take iU stand alongside of the popular treatises of Milliard and Robertson,
and on all purely scientific matters will lead them. Either of these works, together with Dr. Billings's,

will make almost a complete \\^nTy on veX.mna.Ty meAicinK."—yourHal 0/ Comparative Medicine amd
Surgery.

BILLROTH.

General Surgical Pathology and Therapeutics.

In Fifty-one Lectures. A Text-Book for Students and Physicians. By
Dr. Theodor Billroth, Professor of Surgery in Vienna. With Addi-
tions by Dr. Alexander von Winiwarter, Professor of Surgery in LQt-
tich. Translated from the fourth German edition with the special

permission of the Author, and revised from the tenth edition, by
Charles E. Hackley, A. M., M. D., Physician to th' New York and
Trinity Hospitals ; Member of the New York Counly Medical Society,

etc. 8vo, 85s pages. Cloth, $5.00; sheep, $6.00.

T N the present English edition, the articles which were in an appendix in the last edition, as well at
various new matter, have been incorporated in the text or added on the ends of the appropriate

chapters. It will be noticed that two German editions have appeared since Professor Billroth's vale-
dictory, so that his successor has had an opportunity of going very thoroughly over the work and
makinj: all the chanee? he thought advisable. It is believed that the present edition represents the
existing state of knowledge in pathology.
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BOAS.

Diseases of the Intestines.

By Dr. I. Boas, Specialist for Gasao-

Intestinal Diseases in Berlin. Author-

ized Translation from the first German

edition, with Special Additions, by Sey-

mour Basch, M. D.

BOYCE.

A Text-Book of Morbid Histology.

For Students and Practitioners. By

RuBERT BoYCE, M. B., M. R. C. S., As-

sistant Professor of Pathology in Uni-

versity College, London. With 130

Colored Illustrations. 8vo, 477 pages.

Cloth, $7. so.

" The work is thoroughly up to date, helpful, and useful."-

Dr. I. Boas.

The .Xeu' Yor/k Medical Jcurnal.

BRAMWELL.

Diseases of the Heart and Thoracic Aorta.

By Byrom Bramwell, M. D., F. R. C. P. Edin., Lecturer on the Princi-

ples and Practice of Medicine and on Medical Diagnosis in the Extra-

Academical School of Medicine, Edinburgh ; Pathologist to the Royal

Infirmary, Edinburgh, etc. Illustrated with 226 Wood Engravings

and 68 Lithograph Plates .shewing q\ Figures—in all, ^17 Illustrations.

Svo. 783 pages. Clotii, $8.00; sheep, SQ-oo.

" As it stands, it may fairly be taken as representing the standpoint at which we have arrived in

cardiac physiology and pathology."

—

'/he Lancet.

I
BUCK.

Contribution 3 to Repar:ttive Surgery.

Showing its Applic:\tion to the Treatment of Deformities produced by

a Destructive Disease or Inj- --y ; Congenital Defects from Arrest or Ex-

1 cess of Development; a. . Cicatricial Contractions following Burns.

Illustrated by 30 Cases and fine Engravings. By Glrdon Blck. M. D.

Svo, 237 pages. Cloth, S3. 00.

'• .\ccuracy of description and clearness jf statement have been aim--! at in the following pages ;
and

if. in his endeavor to attain :his import.int end, the author has incurred the reproach of tediousness, the

difficulty of the task must be his a^Xosy."—Extract/rem Ptejace.
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BRYANT.
Operative Surgery.

By Joseph D. Bryant, M. 1 ., Professor

of the Principles and Practice of Sur-

gery, Operative and Clinical Surgery

in the University and Bellevue Medical

College; Consulting Surgeon to the

Hospital for Ruptured and Crippled;

Visiting Surgeon to Bellevue and St.

Vincent's Hospitals, etc. With i.soo

Illustrations, loo of which are in Color.

2 vols., 8vo, over 1.5X) pages. Cloth,

$s.oo; sheep, $6.00, each volume. Sold

only by subscription.

•yHIS editiondf Bryant'i "Operative Surgery "is virtu-

* ally a r.ew work. The entire book has been rewritten,

aiid much material that is ab<^olutely new has been added.

Particularly is this true of the chapters on the Brain and

Nervous System, the Abd' ninal Operations, and Visceral

^argery. The text is fresh, clear, and conspicuous for its

simplicity. The illustrations are profuse, many ' them in colors, and by their number and the clear-

ness of their execution they render effective aid in obtaining a grasp o( the subject. Half-tone illus-

trations of the special instrument's required for various operations are a unique and valuable feature of

the book, saving the time of the busy practitioner, who may determine at a glance the instruments

needed. A practical clinical tone, derived from the author's wide experience, pervades the entire work.

As it now stands this text book U without a rival in the field of operative surgery.

" Bryant's 'Surgerv,' as presented in the previous editions, early achieved a merited popularity alike

with practitioner, student, and teacher The new edition, practically a new work, combmes the indi-

vidual excellence of former editions with an exhaustiveness that will give it front rank among American

works on surgery."— Western Clinical Recorder.

"This elegant and complete work contains the latest and best operative methods Jn thj practice of

surgery. ... It is essentially a book for the general practitioner, and in it he will find ample guidance

for all work in surgery which does not strictly belong to the gynaecologist or ophthalmologist.' —Colo-

rado Medical yournal.

" He has produced a work which may rank with the \xA."— Therapeutic Gazette.

Joseph D. Bryant, M.P.

BURT.

Exploration of the Chest in Health and Disease.

By Stephen S^"TH Burt, M. D., Professor of Clinical Medicine and

Physical Diai is in the New York Post-Graduate Medical School

and Hospital; Physician to the Outdoor Department (Diseases of the

Heart and Lungs), Bellevue Hospital. With Illustrations. 8vo, 210

pages. Cloth, $i.so.

" A thorough, plain, well-presented manual on physical diagiiosis, clearly written, with understand-

able illustrations, well printed and bound The author states that his manual is the outcome of re-

quests from his students for an embodiment of his methods of instruction in physical diagnosis He

recoKHizes the necessity of a thorough prfiiminary knowledge of analumy to the acquirement ot expert-

ness in exploration of the chest, and, this premised, he discusses the physical methods of diagnosis,

percussion, auscultation, diagnosis by physical signs of diseases of the lungs, etc."

—

Medical Age.
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BUTT-ER.

The Diagnostics of Internal Medicine.

By Glentworth Reeve Butler, A. M., M. D., Chief of the Second

Medical Division, Methodist Episcopal Hospital; Attending Physician

to the Brooklyn Hospital; Consulting Physician to the Bushwick

Central Hospital ; formerly Associate Physician, Departments of Diseases

of the Chest and Diseases of Children, St. Mary's Hospital. Brooklyn,

N. Y. ; Fellow of the New York Academy cf Medicine ; Member of

the Medical Society of the County of Kings, etc.

CLINICAL treatise upon the recognized piinciples of medical diagnosis, prepared for the use

of students and practitioners of medicine.iA

CAMPBELL.

The Language of Medicine.

A Manual giving the Origin, Etymology, Pronunciation, and Meaning

of the Technical Terms found in Medical Literature. By F. R. Camp-

bell. A. M.. M. D., Professor of Materia Medina and Therapeutics,

Medical Department of Niagara University. 8vo, 32^ pages. Cloth,

S^oo.

"This is not only a very interesting but a very instructive book, and fulP'.s the object intended by

the author, to ' provide the medical student with a suitable means of ac.o.rmg the vocabulary of his

science.' Like Shakespeare, the great majority of medical students havt but 'small Latm and less

Greek '
It is not necessary for us to give a synopsis of the work, nor to dwell at length upon any par-

ticular part. We can only advise our readers to procure the book and read it with care. We believe it

will be useful to old and young, and especially to medical students."- Co/«»f*«j Medical Journal.

Disease in Children.
CARMICHAEL.

A Manual for Students and Practitioners. By James Carmichael, M. D.,

F. R. C. P. Edin , Physician Royal Hospital for Sick Children. Illus-

t-ated with Thirty-one Charts. i2mo, 591 pages. (The Student.?'

Series.) Cloth, $^oo.

CARPENTER.

Principles of Mental Physiology,

With their Applications to the Training and Discipline of the Mind and

the Study of its Morbid Conditions. By William B. Carpenter, M. D.,

LL. D., Registrar of the University of London, etc. 8vo, 737 pages.

Cloth, $3.00.

" An»ng the mimerous eminent writers this country has produceH, none are more deserving cf

praise for having attempted to apply the results of physiological research to the explanation of the mu-

tual relations of the mind and body than Dr. Carpenter."— 7"A<r Lancet.
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CASTRO.

Elements of Therapeutics and Practice according to the Dosi-

metric System.

By Dr. D'Oliveira Castro. 8vo. 488 pages. Cloth, $4.00

"Thi* tran^ation [of Dr. Castroi work) has been made {or ieveral Uymen ol New Yc

K I?^„I fliriv^ mat benefit themselves from the daily use of the alkaloids as recomrn

nr hSeve a™d&s of' britl^inK th.s admirable^boo'k to the knowledge of the phy:
Dr. HurpKTae
the United States.

York and Boston.
recommended bj

sicians of

-From Prtfact to the American Bdition.

COMBE.

The Management of Infancy,

Physiological atid Moral. Intended chiefly for the Use of Parents. B\

Andrew Combe, M. I). Revised and edited by Sir James Clarke,

K. C. B., M. D., F. R. S., Physician-in-ordinary to the Queen. First

American from the tenth London edition. lamo, 302 pages. Cloth.

$I.SO.

CHAUVEAU.
The Comparative Anatomy of Domesticated Animals.

By A. Chauveau, M. D., LL. D., Member of the Institute (Academy ot

Sciences) ; inspector-General of Veterinary Schools in France. Revised

and enlarged with the co-operation of S. Arloing, Director of the Lyons

Veterinary School. Second English edition. Translated and edited by

George Fleming, C. B., LL. D., F. R. C. V. S. With s8s Illustrations.

8vo, 1084 pages. Cloth. $7.00.

" No author has equaled Chauveau in accuracy, thoroughness, or clearness of description."— A/*</<V-«/

News.

Health. CORFIELD.

By W. H. CoRFiEi-D, Professor of Hygiene and Public Health, at Univer-

sity College, London, lamo. C'oth, %\.2^.

"Few" persons are belter qualified than Dr. Corfield to write intelligently upon the subject of

heaUh. and it is not a matter for surprise, therefore, that he has given us a volume remarkable for ac-

curacy and 'mieTesX."—Fhiladelphi(J Item.

CORNING.
A Treatise on Brain Exhaustion.

With some Preliminary Considerations on Cerebral Dynamics. By

J. Leonard Corning, M. D. Crown 8vo. Cloth, $2.00.

Local Angsthesia in General Medicine and Surgery.

Being the Practicul Application of the Author's Recent Discoveries in

Local Anesthesia. By J. Leonard Corning, M. D. With 14 Illustra-

tions. Small 8vo, 103 pages. Cloth, $1.25.





From Culltn's "Cancer of Hit Uttius."

Fio. 119.—Abdominal Hv»tkbectoiit for Camckb of th« Cervix.

The stump of the lct\ ovarian ve»seU U seen at the pelvic brim. That of the round lisrament i« in front

near the bladder. The uterus is grasped by me^o-foreeps and drawn forcibly to the right while the uterine

artery is beintf traced to its origin. The ureter held rittid by a bougie is plainly seen and felt on the pelvjo

floor just beneath the uterine artery. (After J. G. Clabk.)
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CULLEN.

Thomak Stsfhih Cl>tL«N. M. D.

Cmncer of the Uterui.

Its Pathology, Symptomatology, Diag-

nosis, and Treatment. Also, the Pathol-

ogy of l)ise;.ses of the Endometrium.

By Thomas Stephen Cullen. Associate

Professor of Gynaecology in the Johns

Hopkins University. Illustrated by

Max Brftdel and Hermann Becker.

Complete in one royal octavo volume

of about 700 pages. Twelve Colored

Plates, and 300 Illustrations m the Text.

8vo. Cloth, $7. 50 ; half morocco. $8. 50.

SolJ only by subscription.

THIS work conuins a complete history of the develop-

ment of Cancer of the Uteru.. gives in deuil the van-

ous patholegicl conditions that have to be difTerentiatwl

fwra cancer, and deal, fullr with the -wer ™ethods of

srrat.L-Trrhe^i:nt';s"T;:.rn'r^^^^^^^^

'Txhe aim of the author in presenting this worW ha. b^" ' to PvV^e
^;'"l![7S':';:„'<r '^^Z

ideaasi^ibleof the early signs of
"«'"X; ^^L , r^ent^ TheCprovem^^ in the technic.

T^X toSu^htlyanysusoKjou. md.c^^^^^^^^
l^?' rThas blen"*" markid of «cent y^rs that it hardly

raoiditv. and operative skill m this class oi
'"J'B"=7." ,? ^ . vLVM^r t lark Prvor, and Folk seeming

S^p;.ssible?^ do more in that direction th^^^^

to be about as thoroujih and radicM aa " » H""
j ^.jj^ a rapidity that is simply appalling. The

mortality of the dread d'»?*?,^aPP«»"
I^t^„ XT/e^nera! profession is .iue n< t so much to igno-

fatal neglect of so many of
'\«f« "^°f" Pt'';?"hads of ^atnosis*^ Jo that this I ook is not only a valu-

ranee, but rather to rirelessness and '"«"«
^^rtant wSeclVbut is also n.. .st timely in its appearance,

able acquisition to the literature of this
''^'y.''^?°^^^,'l°'S'±",„ ,„d they the Kttieral practitioner!

rwd'?h^^^rp7^^S^fmS^^^^^

"This elegant volume is founded mainly upon «»-•
^^^^^^^'V^^^;"." cf&eru.

at the Johns Hopkins Hospital during the past ttx-^n
y.""„,^^,»"f"V ^e «• '» -"•"'"»t*°»

frecleiriy described and beautifuUy illustrated
''"f"ff "Vs '^aken up with tl,. ,nsideration of the

of uterine tissues are furnished. The main b-^^y "^ '^« '"
.''''^''dXc^^^^ diagnosis, and treatment,

d fferent varieties of carcino iia. '^J^r f« holo^r sympto^^^^^
^, ^ „, '^f^T

Neariy a hundred pajes are devoted to the
fJ*""';*' "'^"iJ* "1^"„ surgical methods are fully de-

Many illustrative clinical reports are presented in r^sum^. I he ne*er '»"^*
.j-^ ^ is e,cep-

"ri"^ and illustrated, particularly «hose which a^e emplo^.d a J. hns H^^^^
i„'deed, a pathologic

i^rsruTer^'^rpufTJdra-if^^^

out a paraUel in iU special province •-/5«r.r ^'"'^^'^'""^
. ,,^,^ ,„, symptomatology,

"The different varieties of carcinoma are ^FJ''^\^"^'\.^T^;J^cUpteTs^^xc^ .Sre has been

differential diagnosis, and treatment being '4"^ "l^™!?^ '" Xhe F "dyf «he Uterus, nearly one

taken in the chapters on Differential n>aRno»« »'
^"naTurally appeah to the wants of the general

hundred pages being devoted to this a!.,ne -^xs ^^J^^f^^^f ,his dread malady. To the sur-

practitionerwho frequently comes in contact ''•'^ """?f"'"f.ff^on ,nd the exhaustive consideration

leon the newer methods of treatin-.nt, the ll?™"'"" "^^ 'I^^^
fXrbkffl«l in making a diagnosis from

excellent '«oi)l."-Medical Brie/, ^'»> >"'* <^">-
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CURRIER.
The Menopauf.

A Consideration of the Phenomena which occur to Women at the
Close of the Childbearing Period, with Incidental Allusions to their
Relationship to Menstruati' .1. Also a Particular Consideration of the
Premature (especially the Artificial) Menopause. By Andrew F. Cur-
rier, A. B., M. I)., New York City, lamo, 284 pages. Cloth. %2 00.

"ThU li « re narkably intereMini; trraiiM upon a lubject bui icantily dealt with by writer, upon
fenera. medicme. The author hai taken treat paini t.. make .» thoiouRh study ,.| the topic and hio
concluiion, are arrived ,. by logical method, of rea^mmg. He ,how», ,ha< many medical men havelonp ,u,p^te,l, tl,at the ..m.acteric i. not of itulf a cau . ..f di«a«., and that normally it pa««. bywithout obMr\able effect. "-.V<,r//i«'«/,r»yLa»«/.

pa«« oy

"Such a univerMlly important topic a.s (he menopau* deierves the extended con.iderallon riven it
Jn th« volume The author takes the Rround that thU peri-xl of womai.', life i. n.>t h, fraught withdanger as taught in previous work, on the subject. He al«, corrects the prevalent idea of an intin.atereUt,uB.h.p between cancer and the menopause. Artificial menopau«> is carefully considered. It is amo« valuable book, and should b« in the hand, of every physician. "-Aii/>»r,//, Journal o, Mtdicin.and surgery.

DAVIDSON.
Geographical Pathology.

An Inquiry into the Geographical Distribution of Infective and Climatic
Diseases. By Andrew Davidson, M. D., F. R. C. P. Ed.. late Visiting
and Superintending Surgeon, Civil Hospital, Mauritius. Part I. Europe
Northern and Western Asia, India, Ceylon, Burmah. Part II. Southl
eastern Asia, Indian Archipelago, Australia, Polynesia, Africa, America
8vo, (005 pages. Cloth, $7. so.

•n^" T'll'*'''^*
"' ."'" *'°'^ '' '" ''"'*"'' ""^ geographical distribution of infectious and climatic disease,and at the same t.me to trace the influence of tem,*rature, rainfall, altitude, and soil conditions otihe,r prevalence, character, and epidemic spread The fulfillment of such a purp<.,e by the author Isthe highest praise that can be given for patient research and widespread study. The system whUrh hehas adopted has enabled him to present the subject in a light which can no. Lil to interest the phy.^!

UrJlclL f .r Ll7 .
''^ -m a comprehensive scale can not fail of wide appreciation by ala ge c OSS of thoughtful readers. To such this adm.r.ble work appeals wuh striking force and novel

de":rO/X/X^r ^"" *"" '''""^''''' ' '" "'°'°"''''""=- °^ '^"^" - -mVehensiveness i„

DEXTER.
The Anatomy of the Peritonzum.

By Franklin Dexter. M. D., Assistant Demnnstrntor of An.itomv Col-
lege of Physicians and Surgeons, New York. With 39 Colored 'lllus-
trations. j^mo. Cloth, $1.50.
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DENCH.

DUeases of the Ear.

A Text-Book for Practitioners and Stu-

dents of Medicine. By Edward Brad-

ford Dench. Ph. B.. M. U.. Professor of

O.ology in the University and Bellevue

Hospital Medical College; Aural Sur-

geon to the New York Eye and Ear In-

firmary; Consulting Otologist to St.

Luke's Hospital; Consulting Otologist

to the New York Orthopxdic Dispen-

sary and Hospital. Second edition,

revised. With 8 Colored Plates and

I ^2 Illustrations in the Text. 8vo, 64^

pages. Cloth, $s.oo; sheep, $6.00.

SoU only by subscrtption.

T. his work the author has endeavored to supply the

I -ds of the general practitioner js well as those of the

special surgeon. Minute pathology has therefore been ex-

tensively considered, and for the benefi. of those unfamiliar

with thf various manipulative procedures much space and attention are given to them. The importance

of thorough functional examination of the ear is emphasised, and the lesults of the most recent ani

reliable investigations are placed before the reader in a manner best suited to make them available and

helpful in diagnoKis.

The fact that many diseases of the ear are only local manifestations of systemic conditions is not

lost sight of. Much attention is given to operative procedures upon the middle ear and to the gross

pathological lesions of the conducting apparatus, and also to the variouj manipulative measures insti-

tuted for their relief.

The illustrations are numerous and well executed, and contribute largely to a clear understanding

of the author's descriptions of operative measures aiid of normal and pathological conditions.

In preparing the second edition of the work the author has carefully revised each chapter, correcting

errors that may have existed and supplying omissions that may have occurred in the first edition,

thereby placing the work abre^.^ the present state of knowledge of the science of otology. The work

is confidently offered as a reliable guide to practitioners and as a text-book for students.

" An examination of the contents will prove that this volume carries its raison d'ltrt. It embodies
in a most satisfactory manner the known facts of otology, having incorporated most successfully, and
with little bias, the recent advancements tliat have been made in this branch. Recognizing the aid

which comes from a faithful reproduction of the anatomical structures concerned, and from showing
the site of operative procedures, the plates have been prepared with all the care and precision of modern
engraving art frc-m the specimens themselves. The high class of illustrations in the work is wortlij; of

special praise. The text maintains a character that will rank the author as one of our test ololofiical

writers. He has paid marked attention to tlie physiological basis of aural studies, and to the functional

examination in cases of ear disea«^e. In mentioning treatment, he has gone into manipulative details that

other writers have omitted, and yet which are very necessary to the student and practitioner who may
never have had a chance to study and observe these matters in special aural clinics. The author is per-

haps more fond of operative procedures in middle-ear disease than some of his colleagues, but he has
given us what we have desired—a good, modem risumt on the benefits to be derived from such opera-

tions "

—

Columbus Medical yournal.

"This is a work o'
and the student. The <

with a clearness that l

cal literature, and wil
Clinic.

xcellence. and well ad.ipted, as its name implies, for both the practitioner

pters on Anatomy and Physiology are complete, and the facts are presented

certainly aid the student. . . . The work is a valuable addition to otologi-

o.eof great service to every practitioner and student."

—

Cincinnati Lancet-
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DOTY.
A Manual of Instruction in the Principles of Prompt Aid to the

Injured.

Including a Chapter on Hygiene and the Drill Regulations for the Hos-
pital Corps, U. S. Army. Designed for Military and Civil Use. By
Alvah H. Doty, M. D., Major and Surgeon, Ninth Regiment, N. G.

S. N. Y. ; late Attending Surgeon to Bellevue Hospital Dispensary,

New York. Third edition, revised. With 121 Illustrations lamo.

Cloth, $1.50.

'T'HIS book has been thoroughly revised, and enlarged by the addition of chapters on Hygiene, Anti-
*• septics, and Disinfection, and the substitution, by authority of the Surgeon-General, of the United
States Ambulance Corps Drill, now in force in the Army, for the original chapter on Transportation
of the Wounded. As it stands it is without doubt the best work of its kind now published, and is

especially adapted to the needs of the Ambulance Corps of the National Guards of the United States.

DOWN.
Health Primers.

Edited by J. Langdon Down, M. D., F. R. C. P. ; Henry Power, M. B.,

F. R. C. S.
; J. Mortimer-Granville, M. D.

; John Tweedy, F. R. C. S.

In square i6mo volumes. Cloth, 40 cents each.

I'HOUGH it is of the greatest imp'tance that books upon health should be in the highest degree
trustworthy, it is notorious that most of the cheap i.iid popular kind are mere crude compilations

of incompetent persons, and are often misleading and injurious. Impressed by these considerations,

several eminent medical and scientific men of London have combined to prepare a series of Health
Primers of a character that shall be entitled to the fullest confidence. They are to be brief, simple,

and elementary in statement, filled with substantial and useful information suitable for the guidance of

grown-up people. Each primer will be written by a gentleman specially competent to treat his subject,

while the critical supervision of the books is in the hands of a committee who will act as editors.

As these littls books are produced by English authors, they are naturally based very much upon
English experience, but it matters little whence illustrations upon such subjects are drawn, because the
essential conditions of avoiding disease and preserving health are to a great degree everywhere the same.

Volumes now ready.

I. Exercise and Training. U. Alcohol: Its Use and Abuse. III. Premature Death:
Its Promotion and Prevention. IV. The House and its Surroundings. V. Per.
soNAL Appearance in Health and Disease. VI. Baths and Bathing. VII. The Skin
and its Troubles. VIII. The Heart and its Functions. IX. The Nervous System.

EVANS.
Handbook of Histo^.cal and Geographical Phthisiology,

With Special Reference to the Distribution of Consumption in the

United States. Compiled and arranged by George A. Evans, M. D.,

Member of the Medical Society of the County of Kings, New York

;

Member of the American Medical Association, etc. 8vo, 294 pages.

Cloth, $2.00.

" This work of Dr. Evans's presents a comprehensive view of the subject of phthisis. The histor-
ical sketch of the disease is complete and entertaininjr, the account of the geographical distribution,
both in this country and abroad, very instructive, and the conclusions drawn are logical and concise.
r.'^r.ci.Jprable ?pace i= jjiven to the ttipt-srjphv and mcteortuufry of different pans of the United Slates
with reference to consumption. The book should meet with a large iaXe."—Fittsburg Medical Xeview.
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EVETZKY.

The Physiologfical and Therapeutical Action of Ergot.

Being the Joseph Mather Smith Prize Essay for 1881. By Etienne

EvETZKY, M. D. 8vo. Limp doth, $1.00.

" In undertaking the present work my object was to present in a condensed manner all the thera-

oeutic Dossibilities of ergot. In a task of this nature original research is out of the question. No

man's evidence is sufficient to esUblish the merits of a drug considered in the manner indicated, and no

one man's opportunities are sufficient to grasp the entire subject. Consequently it remained to gather

from the volumes of past and current periodical literature the testimony of the multitude of physicians

that had been led to use ergot in different morbid conditions. I have recorded everything that has come

to mv notice I have grouped and classi6ed the immense material in our possession. In all cases in

which the action of ergot could be explained I have attempted to do so, although this task is frequently

difficult if not impossible. . . . The reader will see that ergot has been used in a large number of dis-

eases • some of these uses have little or no practical value, yet it is very important to know them, as

they serve to illustrate the therapeutic properties of the drug. They have been brought to the notice of

the reader without any comments, but those that are essential and of the greatest practical importance

have been dealt with more fully. Among the latter may be mentioned the use of ergot in inflamma-

tion, aneurism, cardiac diseases, the post-parturient sUte, uterine fibroid tumors, rheumatism, etc."—

From the Pre/ace.

EWALD.

The Diseases of the Stomach.

By Dr. C. A. Ewald, Extraordinary Professor of Medicine at the Uni-

versity of Berlin. Translated and edited, with numerous Additions,

from the third German edition, by Morris Manges, A. M., M. D., Assist-

ant Visiting Physician to Mount Sinai Hospital; Lecturer on 'General

Medicine, New York Polyclinic, etc. Thoroughly revised, rearranged,

largely rewritten, and brought up to date from the most recent lit-

erature on the subject. 8vo, 602 pages. Cloth, $5.00; sheep, $6.00.

Sold only by subscription.

" This work as it now stands is the best on the subject of stomach diseases in the English language.

No physician's library is complete without it. It is in every way well adapted to the requirements of

the general practitioner, although complete enough to meet also the requirements of the specialist."—

American Medico-Surgical Bulletin.

" Dr. Ewald's book has met with a very cordial reception by the medical profession. Within a

short period three editions have appeared, and translations published in Kngland, Spain, France, Italy,

and the United States. To the present edition the author has not only added considerable new matter,

but he has also entirely rewritten the work. The arrangement of the chapters has been somewhat
changed, and many new personal observations and therapeutic experiences added. The desirability of

surgical interference is carefully considered, and the pros and cons given so far as would be necessary

to enable a physician to determine whether the aid of the surgeon might be required. The translator

has done his work well, and nas incorporated much new matter into the text and footnotes."

—

Xorth
American Journal of Homoeopathy.

" Only commendation can be given this translation of the third edition of Trofefsor Ewald's work,
as its high character is acknowledged as well in this country as in Europe. The subject is clearly and
fully treated in accordance with the latest scientific views. The translator adds to the text all facts of

interest brought forward since the German edition was published, thus bringing the work up to date.

In these days when the field of the general practitioner is being so greatly limited by specialists, it be-

comes necessaiy for ever>- physician to keep informed in regard to the advances being made both in diag-

nosis and treatment in this important branch, lest it, too. be lost to him. For this reason, if for no other,

this work should be in the library of every general practitioner. We can most heartily commend it."

—

Southern Medical Record.

"The appearance of the first edition of this work in i8g2 by Professor Ewald acted as a stimulus
to further and more general study of pathological conditions of the stomach. In this volume will be
found much matter that is new and that is well illustrated, which brings the subject-matter down to

date. The author directs special attention to the progress made during the past few years in gastric

surgery, and discusses the variou-i diseases in which there are indications for operative interference.

This work of Professor Fw.nld will hold its own as one of the most valuable of the monographs that

can find a way to a physician's library."

—

Lancet-Clinic.
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,;:•>, FLINT.

A Text-Book of Human Physiology.

For the Us? of Students and Practi-

tioners of Medicine. By Austin Flint,

Jr., M. D., LL. D., Professor of Physiol-

ogy and Physiological Anatomy in the

Bellevue Hospital Medical College,

New York ; Fellow of the New York

State Medical Association, etc. Fourth

edition. Entirely rewritten. One large

8vo volume of 872 pages, elegantly

printed on fine paper, and profusely

illustrated with 2 Lithographic Plates

and 316 Engravings on Wood. Cloth,

$6.00 ; sheep, $7.00.

" In general plan and scope the present edition does not
differ from its predecessors, and it is not notably different

in the arrangement of matter, but it presents the facts of

human physiology as they are accepted at the present day,
stated in such clear language and in such a natural sequence
that it is easy for the student to make himself master of the
subject. The author's many years of experience as a teacher

of physio' 3gy in one of our largest medical schools have taught him to know just what the medical
student and the medical practitioner want in a text-book of that science; they have enabled him to

solve most judiciously the difficult question of drawing the line between the facts and doctrines neces-

sary to be presented, and unnecessary details of methods and means of investigation that would add
inconveniently to the bulk of such a book and prove little more than confusing to the reader. As it

stands, this text-book, we think, has no superior in its proper field. It is trustworthy in its statements,

sufficiently comprehensive, free from irrelevant and cumbersome matter, and easily understood. The
publishers are to be commended for briuging it out in so Iiandsome a form. The excellence of their

work shows both in the typ<jgraphy and in the presswork. The pictorial illustrations are numerous,
well adapted to their purpose, and exceedingly well made."—A>» York Medical Journal.

Medicine of the Future.

An Address prepared for the Annual Meeting of the British Medical

Association in 1886. By Austin Flint, Sr., M. D., LL. D. With Steel

i2mo, yi pages. Cloth, $1.00.

Austin i lint, M. D.

Engraving of the Author,

" The late Dr. Austin Flint wcis appointed to read the address on Medicine before the British Medi-
cal Association at its meeting in 1H86. The manuscript was found among his papers, and the address
is printed precisely as it was written. The proof was reverently read by his son, who dedicates this,

his father's last literary work, to the profession he so loved and admired. The book contains an excel-

lent portrait of the late Dr. Flint It is a most fitting memorial volume. The address itself is a most
scholarly work, and should be added to the library of every practitioner,"

—

Buffalo Medical and Surgi-
cal Journjl.

The Source of Muscular Power.

Arguments and Conclusions drawn from Observations upon the Human
Subject under Conditions of Rest and of Muscular Exercise. By Austin

Flint, Jr., M. D., LI. D , Professor of Physiology in the Bellevue Hos-

pital Medical College, New York, etc. 8vo. lo^ pages. Cloth, $i.oo.

"There are few questions relating to philosophy of greater interest and importance than the one
which is the subject of this essay. I have attempted to present an accurate statement of my own ob-
servations, and what seem to me to be the logical conclusions to be drawn from them, as well as from
experiments made by others up-sn the human subject under Cunditions of re=l and of muscular exercise."—From the Fre/ace.
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FLINT.

Medical Ethics and Etiquette.

By Austin Flint, Sr., M. D. lamo. 60 cents.

T-IIE Code of Ethics adopuM by the American Medical Association.

Manual of Chemical Examination of the Urine in Disease.

With Brief Directions for the Examination of the Most Common Varie-

ties of Urinary Calculi, and an Appendix containing a Diet-Table tor

Diabetics. By Alstin Flint, Jr. , M. D., LL. D., Professor of Physiology

and Microscopy in the Bellevue Hospital Medical College; Fellow of

the New York Academy of Medicine, etc. Fifth edition, revised and

corrected. i2mo, 77 pages. Cloth, Si. 00.

T-HF chief aim of this little work is to enable the busy practitioner to make for himself, rapidly and

1 eksilv all ordinary examinations of urine; to give him the benefit of the author', experience m

eliminatinK little difficulties in the manipulations, and in reducing processes, of analysis to the utmost

simplicity that is consistent with accuracy.

On the Physiological Effects of Severe and Protracted Muscular

Exercise :

With special reference to its Influence upon the Excretion of Nitrogen.

By Alstin Flint, Jr., M. D., LL. D. 8vo, 91 P-'ges. Cloth, Si-oo.

THIS monograph on the relations of urea to exercise is the result of a thorough and careful investi-

T",ron made in the case of Mr. Edward I'ayson Weston, the celebrated pedestr^n. The chemical

anaW.es were made under the direction of R. O. Doremus, M. D.. Professor of Chemistry and Toxi-

S'> in the HeUe^•ue Hospital Medical College, by Mr. Oscar Loew. his assistant The observations

were made with the cooperation of professors of the Bellevue Hospital Medical College^

FOSTER.

Reference-Book of Practical Therapeutics.

By Various Authors. Edited by Frank P. Foster, M. D.. Editor of

"The New York Medical Journal" and of Foster's "Encyclopaedic

Medical Dictionary." In two large 8vo volumes. Cloth, $10.00;

sheep, $12.00: half morocco, $1 ^.00. Sold only by subscription.

THIS work is intended as a ready-reference book, in which the physician can find the most recent

A information c .rning the uses and application of remedies ; their indications and counter.ndica-

tions ; the varior conditions in which they are indicated ; the forms in which drugs are best used, their

doses, and the n ethods of administration.

.' It is essentially a book for the practitioner, and is an up-to-date ^vork of
ff"f"'^f:. ""'^^".Jl^^^'nj

of the phvsi,.lo,r.cal properties of drG.s. Iheir cheniical. mineralo, cal, ^"tan.cal, and z,k>1^^^^^^

as are of' direct bearinron their use in practice h.ive been considered m th* compilation of this work.

... The ambitious physician will be pleased with thi, work." -Ca«<7rfi,/« .Ved.cal ReaTd.

.'Withthe second volume this excellent wor': is completed and i%^f,";'f«' '.'r™Si^\Xen"^^
hv means of the irenera' int'ex and index of diseases and remedies, as a book of theraptutic reierence.

A^upp^emeno7nearvfi"v rages bears witness to the rapid strides in "-''«^='
,f^'^"^%-";Vrk is wdl

with matter relating to-knovl'edge acquired sin^e the appeaanoe o 'hefi;^t "'»'";
J^

printed and well hound, and the brief articles on every subject relating to the treatment ot dia-ase are

excellently written, and in the main sadsiactny as lo the inlu. .nation tney impart. ->hdual R...'rd.
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FOSTER.

An Illustrated Encyclopgdic Medical Dictionary.

Being a Dictionary of the Technical Terms uscu by Writers on Medicine

and the Collateral Sciences, in the Latin, English, French, and German

Languages. By Frank P. Foster, M. D., Editor of "The New York

Medical Journal," Librarian of the New York Hospital. With the col-

laboration of William C. Ayres, M. D., New Orleans; Edward B. Bron-

son, M. D., New York; Charles Stedman Bull, M. D., New York;

Henry C. Coe, M. D., M. R. C. S., L. R. C. P., New York; Andrew F.

Currier, M. D.> New York; Alexander Duane, M. D. New York;

Simon H. Gage, Ithaca, N. Y. ; Henry J. Garrigues, M. L., New York;

Charles B. Kelsey, M. D., New York; Russell H. Nevins, M. D., New
York; Burt G. Wilder, M. D., Ithaca, N. Y. Complete in Four Imperial

Octavo Volumes of about 730 pages each. Illustrated with several

hundred Original Wood Engravings and 4 Chroniolithographic Micro-

scopical Plates. Per volume, cloth extra, $9.00; library leather, $10.00;

half Turkey morocco, $j i.oo. Sold only by subscription.

" There is no question about the position this worl will take among scholars. There has never been

anything like it in any language, and though future editions will include new terms rendered necessary

by the developments of science, the work already accomplished will stand the test of the severest criti-

cism."—AVai york Medical Timet.

" We hardly know whether to admire most the courage and public spirit which enabled the pub-

lishers to face such a gigantic enterprise, the splendid organizing p<;wer of the chief editor, or the real

and industry of his subordinates. All are admirable, and have resulted in the production of a work

which will la.st as a standard one on the subject, and without which no medical library can be con.'id-

ered complete.''

—

Edinburgh Medical yournal.

" It is without doubt the dictionary of medical dictionaries, and is one of the few books of which

it can be said with truth that it is absolutely unsurpassed by any other work in medicine. Some medi-

cal dictionaries give definition without pronunciation, while others sacrifice definition to pronunciation,

or to derivation ; whereas, in Foster's work ever)thing that can be properly required of a dictinnary is

offered to the reader. Such a book must ever be a classic in the literature of the world, and every means
in our power should be used to give honor to its dirtinguished editor and his colleagues, not forgetting

the publishers, who by their publication of the work have placed the profession under lasting obliga-

tions."— Therapeutic Gazette.

FOURNIER.
Syphilis and Marriage.

Lectures delivered at the St. Louis Hospital. Paris. By Alfred Four-

NlER, Professeur .t la Faculte deMedecine de Paris; Medecin de I'Hopital

Saint-Louis. Translated by P. Albert Morrow, M. I)., Physician to the

Skill and Venereal Department, New York Dispensary, etc. 8vo.

Cloth, S2.00; sheep, S3.00.

" The book supplies a want long recognized in medical literature, and is based upon a very extended

experience in the special hospitals for syphilis of Paris, which have furnished the author with a

rich and rare store of clinical cases, utilized by him with great discriinination, originality, and clinical

judgment. It exhibits a profound knowledge of its subject under all relations, united with marked skill

and tact in treating the deli.?ate ?r<ria', .-j-,i<==ti.--.n= r,e.-t==-.r !> JrvoU-.-d in ssirh a line nf inves.tigation. It is

a t)Ook to buy, to keep, to read, to profit by, and to lend to o\.\\eTS."—Boston Afedical and Surgical

yournal.
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FRIEDLAENDER.

Th. Use of the Microscope in Clinical and FatholoRJcal Exam-

inations.

R. Mr Carl FRIEDLAENDER, Privut-Docent in Pathological Anatomy in

R-:.?n Translated from the enlarged and improved second edition by

Kry C CofM tS . etc. With a Chromolithograph. With cop.ous

Index. 1 2mo, 195 pages. Cloth. $1.00.

1 . .^ nr Friedlaender's little book make its appearance in hnglun
" We are very much pleased to lee Dr.

»^"™'*''J?f" „ "3i,io„ since its appearance, we can speak

dress AS we have a pra<nical acquamUn« wUh the (^rman ed t^o^^^^^^

^^^^ ,j^„ book

o it in terras of unquahfied praise . . • J-^*^ °"f work well, and has certainly conferred a great favor

t his possession, . .

J^^^^^^^ the «Th of'eve" one 'the work of so accomplished a teacher as

"^r^cTyTS^r.^^^nZTMeMcal ana Surreal Journal.

FUCHS.

A Text-Book of Ophthalmology.

A revised and enlarged edition of a Text-Book of Ophthalmology. By

nr Ernest Fuchs Professor of Ophthalmology in the University of

V enna Second" An^erican edition, translated and rev-ised from the

seventh enlarged and improved Germ.n edition by A. Duane M. D

Assistant Surgeon. Ophthalmic and Aural Institute. New York. 8vo.

Cloth, $-,.00 ; sheep, $6.00. Sold only by subscription.

T.R. FUCHS-S great opportunities r. c.irja^^:^-;^;^'^^:^^^llJSS
1^ knowledge of anatomical and P'''*'°'«eKal science have enab^d n

^^^^^^^^^

suited to the needs of the medical student and general practitioner.

.. We know of no text which .oes as deeply into the t^hnical ^^^^'^^i-^l^, -^he^P^^^tTpr^I^'S

Lurity of the ^oxV--Columbus M' ' -I Journal.

GARMANV.

Operative Surgery on the Cadaver.

By Jasper Jewett Garmany, A. M., M. D., F. R. C. S.. Attending Sur-

geon to Outdoor Poor Dispensary of Bellevue Hospital; V'siting Sur-

geon to Ninetv-ninth Street Reception Hospital ;
Member of the British

Medical Association, etc With 2 colored Diagrams showing the

Collateral Circulation after Ligatures of Arteries of Arm, Abdomen, and

Lower Extremity. Small 8vo, iso pages. Cloth, $2.00.

..To the more advanced student who has the opportunUy of OP^^'J^^ °"
'Jj^^P^^^^',*^', *' To
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GAMGEE.

Yellow Fever a Nautical Disease.

Its Origin and Prevention. By John Gamgee. 8vo, 207 pages. Cloth

$ I . so.

" The author discusses, with a vast array of clear and well-digested facts, the nature and preventioi

of yellow fever. The wsrk is admirably written, and the author's theories plausible and well sustainec'

by logical deductions from established laiAs."—ffomao/-athic Times.

"The rheory is certainly shown to be a plausible one ; and e jry 'eader, whether he be convinced or

ni't, can not but be interested, instructed, and set to thinking."

—

Lanctt-Clinic.

GIBSON AND RUSSELL.

Physical Diagnosis.

A Guide to Methods of Clinical Investigation. By G. A. Gibson, M. D.,

D. Sc, F. R. C. P. Hdin., and William Russell, M. D., F. R. C. P. Edin.

With 101 Illustrations, lamo, 376 pages. (The Students' Series.)

Cloth, $2.=;o.

" No bo. k takes the place of the living teacher, but a good book greatly aids the student to compte-

hena and remember the lessons given by the teacher. Such a book is the one before us. No student

who masters its contents can fail of being greatly benefited,

rially enhance its teaching ^vm"—American Lancet.
Us numerous accurate illustrations mate-

GOULEY.

Diseases of the Urinary Apparatus.

Phlegmasic Affections. Being a Series of Twelve Lectures delivered

during the Autumn of 1891. By John W. S. Golley, M. D., Surgeon

to Bellevue Hospital, i^mo, 342 pages. Cloth, $1.50.

" The gravity and frequency of diseases of the urinary apparatus makes them worthy of the closest

attention and study. The twelve lectures delivered by Dr. Gouley, comprising the book, are divided

into two sections under the heads of General Considerations and Special Considerations. The author

handles liis subjects in a manner which very clearly shows that he is most thoroughly acquainted with

the ^3ime."—.lfemfiAis Medical Monthly.

GROSS.

A Practical Treatise on Tumors of the Mammary Gland :

Embracing their Histology, Pathology, Diagnosis, and Treatment. By

Samuel W. Gross, A.M., M. D., Surgeon to and Lecturer on Clinical

Surgery in the Jefferson Medical College Hospital and the Philadelphia

Hospital, etc. With 28 Illustrations. In one handsome octavo volume

of 246 pages. Cloth, $2. so.

" We know of no book in the English language which attempts to cover the ground covered by thU

one ; indeed, the author seems to be the first who has sought to handle the whole subject of mamma^
tumors in one svstematic treatise. How he has succeeded will best be seen by

«,f'"^>:
°/. 'P%^^„t

itself. In the early chapters, the classification and relative frequency of the vanous tumors, their evolu-

tion and transformations, and their etiology, are dealt with
;
then, each class is ^'"^.'^.^J" ^//^V ron

chapter, in which the result of the author's work is compared with that of others, and the K^neral con-

clusions are drawn which give to the book its gr-at practical value ; finaily, a chapter ,s devoted to dag-

iiosis, one to treatmcnl, and one to the tumors in the mammary gland of the male. A,?a, i LrR Mea%-

cal yournal.

" .Mtogether, the work is one n more than ordinary interest to I'le surgeon, gyniecologist, and phy-

sician."

—

Detroit Lancet.

TT" iLXI -(»£- "rSiUBI
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GRUBER.

A T^>»-«»»fe of the Diseases of the Ear.
^

r nr losEF Gruber. Professor of Otology in the Imperial Royal Uni-

vJrSlrViennTUslated from the second Gen.an edujon and

Sd. with additions. ^- Edward Law M.D CM. Edm MR. C

c Pna ind bv Co eman Jewell, M. U., C M. cam., m. iv. v. e

Lond A-erSn edition.' With '^5 lUustrations an 70 colored Fig-

ures on 2 Lithographic Plates. 8vo, 648 pages. Cloth, $6. so.

.. The boo. is prominent, if not pre-inen.a.o„^an array of exceilent worUs.^
J„",^^•L',Tm:J

?»i.?ofut,randr;ia^ "-^-'^^^ ^•^^--^ >--'• _________

HAMMOND.

A Treatise on Insanity,

, ., M^Hir-,1 Relations By William A. Hammond, M. D., late Sur-

in 'ts Medical Relations^ Dy
^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^.^^ ^^^

geon-General a S^ ^^y^^;™ post-Graduate Medical School;

SntTtTe Llri^an^Nellogical Association, etc. 8vo. 7^7

pages. Cloth, es.oo ; sheep, $6.00.

Therapeutic Gazette.

A Treatise on the Di— "f the Nervous System.

'

\ T^ n^Txjt n lite Sureeon-General U. S. Aimy,
By William A. Hammond, M D

^^J""^^' ^ in the

SIT' --sirr^n^^^^^^^^^^ W.
, ,8 Illustrations. 8vo, 932 pages. Cloth, §5-00 -

sneep, ^

welcomed as its predecessors have
g?"J- J ^..^.^a/ yjarna/.

on the well-known publishers. —Montreal m.u i. j
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HAMMOND.
Clinical Lectures on Diseases of the Nenrous System,

Delivered at the Bellevue Hospital Medical College. By William A.

Hammond, M. U.. late Professor of Diseases of the Mind and Nervot;

System, etc. Edited, with Notes, by T. M. B. Cross, M. D., Assistant

to the Chairs of Diseases of the Mind and Nervous System, etc. In

one handsome volume of yx) pages. Cloth, $3. so.

THESE lecture* have been reported in full, and together with the historiei of the cases, which wer

prepared by the editor after careful study and prolonged observaiion, constitute a clinical volum •

which, while it does not claim to be exhaustive, will nevertheless be found to contain many of the mor.i

imporUnt affection* of the kind that are commonly met with in practice.

As thes-a lectures were intended especially for the benefit of students, the author has confined him

self to a full consideration of the symptoms, causes, and treatment of each affection, without attempt

ing to enter into the pathology or moibid anatomy.

HARVEY.

First Lines of Therapeutics

As Based on the Modes and the Processes of Healing as occurring

spontaneously in Diseases ; and on the Modes and the Processes of

Dying as resulting naturally from Disease. In a Series of Lectures. By

Alexander Harvey, M. A., M. D., Emeritus Professor of Materia Medica

in the University of Aberdeen, etc. lamo, 278 pages. Cloth. $1.50.

"We may say that, as a contribution to the philosophy of medicine, this treatise, which may be

profitably read during odd moments of leisure, has a happy method of statement and a refreshing free-

dom from dogmaxum."— MeJicat Record.

HIRT.

Diseases of the Nervous System.

A Text- Book for Physicians and Students. By Dr. Ludwig Hirt. Pro-

fessor at the University of Breslau. Second American edition, trans-

lated, with permission of the Author, and revised from the second

German edition, by August Hoch, M. D., assisted by Frank R. Smith.

A. M. (Cantab.), M. D., Assistant Physicians to the Johns Hopkins

Hospital. With an Introduction by W .lliam Osier, M. D., F. R. C. P.,

Professor of Medicine in the Johns Hopkins University, and Physician

in Chief to the Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore. With 181 Illustra-

tions. 8vo, 7 IS pages. Cloth, $s.oo; sheep, $6.00.

T^HE book has been carefully and thoroughly revised from the second German edition ; many changes
* and additions have been made, and the new discoveries in neurotherapeutics which have been made

since the publication of the first edition have been introduced, including a section on osteoarthropathy.

Several new illustrations have been added, and some of the original illustrations have been replaced by

others of greater excellence.

"The author of this volume has long been recognized as one of the ablest writers on neurology in

Germany. This translation brings to the American reader one of the h>est studies of this subject for

immediate reference. . . . The illustrations and type are excellent, and altogether this is one of the best

works that can be placed in any working library."

—

Journal of Inebriety.

" A delightful book to study, and of the utmost value to the general practitioner."— ^<rf.vj/ Record.

^V WHI
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HOFMANN AND ULTZMANN.

Analysis oftheUrine.
-

With Special Reference to the diseases of the G;"!^°-U""7 Organs.

By K. B HOKMANN. i'rofessor in the University of GraU and R L r/^

^ 7w.nt in the University of Vienna. Translated by T. Barton

Znc aTm a I'rSesL of the Practice of Medicine in the

B.Uimore Poyclinic and Post-Graduate Medical School etc and H

Horook Cunis. Ph.B.. M.D.. Fellow o^^e New Yor^Academ o

Medicine, etc. Third edition, revised and enlarged. With 8 L.tho

graphic Plates. 8vo. Uo pages. Cloth. $2.oo.

HOLT.

Th> niaeases of Infancy and Childhood.

"
For the Use of Students and Practi-

tioners of Medicine. By L. Emmett

Holt. A.M., M.D.. Professor of Dis-

eases of Children in the New York

Polyclinic ; Attending Physician to the

Babies' Hospital and to the Nursery

and Child's Hospit.'. New York; Con-

sulting Physician to t.ie New York In-

fant Asylum and to the Hospital for

Ruptured and Crippled. With 7 fuil"

page Colored Plates and 203 Illustra-

tions. Cloth. $6.00; sheep. $7-oo; half

morocco, $7.50. Sold only by sub-

scription.

A WELL-KNOWN teache- in New York, on being

A asked his opinion of a certain Enrlish work on Dis-

eases of Children, published within the . - '^* y^^"*
^;!

.=

..
1, is a most excellent book in the fiod wh.ch '» «^^*" •

^/^ „ ^he defect referred

but it has one serious defect: ,J.etvr.ter-s

^f
''-''

""-^^^ „^"^
rha, been the author's purpose, in

to has been a common one in all recent works upon P^^'^^^^J^ Ze6e6-e. work in which full and

the preparation of the present book, to
^"fP'^

*''*'

^J '°Mho^ "

adequatVspace is given to the " Diseases of '"'^"^yj""^
."^J,'^„a young childhood, but, while the

ThU work is devoted preeminently to '.he d'^^^^jf
"verT young chiWren, it aims to cover the

emphasis of the author is laid upon disease as .t .s ^«" '" "/^ j,^^,, but the space of the Ix^ok

entire field of paediatrics. It «)n.ains "" -^aus" « ^^.c!^
^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^, practitioner

is devoted to a consideration of tho^ subjects «h.ch are ot
'^'^^ j experience. It is essen-

and the radical student, b^.cause they are

^"f'""^J^";' .^^f'^tnee among young children,

tially an original work, representing eleven years of ho pUal exper^
^^ .^ ^^^

Mt is .eldom that we have experienced -
--'L^if.^r^rien'^V meXal ^thorship. I'erhaps i,.

.-,^ of this volume by Dr. Holt. The work
';•

a credit
^,|je^^m3! experience with "tensive know

most prominent characteristic is its ^j'-''^•;!''*f„'",^n"4ruencrthe reader feels that, m '»•« f'Yttt^'e
edee of and large use of p.-ediatnc literature. In consequci

^ell grounded views, but with the& latere him, he is made acquainted ""«
°"'/Jl\';,\^'^„Cwho desirS to be fully aciuamted with

generally accepted opinion also. . .

;.T^^!^^^„""'„^"afford to be without this volume."-AMical .S^s.

what American p.-ediatrics is accomp.ishing can not attora lo

L. Emmett Holt, M.
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V %
HOLT.

The Care and Feeding of Children.

A Catechism for the Use of Mothers and Children's Nurses. By L

Emmett Holt, M. D.. Professor of Diseases of Children in the New Yon.

Polyclinic ; Attending Physician to the Babies' Hospital and the Nurser

and Child's Hospital. New York. Second edition, revised and enlarged

lOmo. 108 pages. CIcth. so cents.

• In th« matters diicutwd, it is the needs of the well child, not th« sick one. which have been con

sulered Thi wel' ch Id muM in the great majority ..f case, be left to the care of the mother or nurse

foJ wh..s«Iurdrnce and assistance thet. pa^e. ire iitendeU."-Ar<,« /*, Pre/ac* lo Ike sec.nd ,d,t,>n.

HOWE.

The Breath, and the Diseases which give it a Fetid Odor.

With Directions for Treatment. By Joseph W. Howe, M. D., Clinical

Professor of Surgery in the Medical Department of the University of

New York, etc. Second edition, revised and corrected. lamo, 108

papes. Cloth, $1 00.

"This little volume well deserves the attention of physicians, to whom we commend it most highly."

—Chicas;o MtJical JvurHiil.

" To any one sufferinf; from the affection, either in his own person or in that of his in«i^*e
f^"J^"»;

ances we ckn commend This volume as containing all that is known concerning t»-e subject, set forth in

a pleasant ^\yW:'—Plii!a<ielfliia Medical Times.

Emergencies, and how to Treat Them.

The Etiology, Pathology, and Treatment of the Accidents, Diseases,

and Cases of Poisoning which demand Prompt Action. Designed for

Students and Practitioners of Medicine. By Joseph W. Howe, M. D.,

Author of " The Breath, and the Diseases which give it a Fetid Odor" ;

Clinical Professor of Surgery in the Medical Department of the Uni-

versity of New York, etc. Fourth edition, revised. 8vo, 26s pages.

Cloth, $2. !;o.

HUEPFE.

The Methods of Bacteriological Investigation.

By Ferdinand Hleppe, Decent in Hygiene and Bacteriology in the

Chemical Laboratory of R. Fresenius, at Wiesbaden. Written at the

request of Dr. Robert Koch. Translated by Hermann M. Biggs. M. D.,

Instructor in the Carnegie Laboratory, and Assistant to the Chair of

Pathological Anatomy in Bellevue Hospital Medical College. With 31

Illustrations. 8vo, 218 pages. Cloth, $2. so.

•• This is the best book so far available in English, being better adapted to the general student who

undertakes the study from first principles."—.VorM Carolina Medical JournU.

" \s a whole the book, written at Professor Kochs request, reflects credit on the master s choice of

author and is one which no student of pathology can afford to be without. The translation seems to

have been most acceptably mzAt."—Medical Press of Western .\ew \ork.
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HUXLEY.

The Anatomy of Vertebrated Animalt.

By Thomas Henry Hiixi.tY. l.l.. 0., F. R. S.

pages. Cloth. $3. so.

„.n. of the mo,.
^"S^''^!^Xu6rala^X^X^^^^^ a" "h" animal, by ,he circum.tance .h.t .

fyrn ascertained The J erUDrala »[« '""'"•^V'"' ,
'

c-vitiei complrtely wuarated from onr another

,ran.ver« and vesical .ection of he NH^ye«hb,u y }^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ,^ ,,.

bv a ..artition. The donal cavity <:°"«? "*'''•
'r"J"^Jn",,a «hich pa**-, under the name o( the

mentaVy canal, '^e heart and u.ualv a double chain of
^^^^ ^^^_„^ „, ^ j^sympathetic- It 1. P'"^''''

'^'V«^' ,'f"'»*.^,, 'tfX/rj. And. in any cae, the central pa.L, of the

';';^^-lp'!S7nroC."yV;m.-^^^^^^
-"—"'" ^^''" .o be unrepre.ent«l

\n\unj, iiiverteurated animals."— /*« Author

JACXX>UD.

The Curability and Treatment of Pulmonary Phthisis.

~
Bv S lArroin. Professor of Medical Pathology to the Faculty of Paris;

Member of the Academy of Mcdic.ne : Physician to the L.ir.bo.s.ere

Hospit.l Paris, etc. Translated and edited by Montagu Lubbock.

M. I). (London and Paris). M. R. C. P. (England), etc. 8vo. 407 pages.

Cloth. S4-00-

JOHNSTON.

The Chemistry of Common Life.

Bvthe late James F. W. Johnston. F.R.S.. ^'''^f'-^^"'- ,^\f
^'^^";;^^^^^^

the University of Durham. A new edition revised and brought down

to the Present Time, by Arthi k Hirhcrt Chi rch, M. A.. Oxon. Illus-

trated with Maps and numerous Engravings on Wood. i2mo, S92

pages. Cloth. S2.00.

<;r»^flRV OF CO\TFXTS: The Air we Breathe. Th. Water we Drink. The Soil we Cul-

.vau Th Pan we Reaf The Bread we Vat The Beef we Coo.. The H-ra.e. we n^.s.

'.'he'sweets v.e Extract. The Liquors we Ferment. The Narcot.c. we nd^ge "-
JJ-^J;"-

-

Select. The Odors we Enjoy. The Smells we D.shWe.
iljf ^'^^^ ^^1"" The Circulation of

uui Breathe for. What, How. and Why we OiRest. The K<xl> we «-neri,n.

Matter.

Botany,

JOHNSTONE.

A Concise Manual for Students of Medicine ^'''^

^'''''''-
Jy^'^":

loHNSTONE F. G. S. With 164 Illustrations and a Series of Floral Dia-

grams. i2mo, 260 pages. (The Students' Series.) Cloth, $1.75-

3

i
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KELLY.

Operative Gynecology.

By Howard A. Kei.i.y, A. B., M. D.,

Fellow of the American Gynecological

Society ; Professor of Gynecology and

Obstetrics in the Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity, and Gynecologist and Obstet-

rician to the Johns Hopkins Hospital,

Baltimore ;
formerly Associate Professor

of Obstetrics in the University of Penn-

sylvania ;
Corresponding Member of the

Societe Obstetticale et Gynccologique

de Paris, and of the Gesellschaft fur

Geburtshiilfe zu Leipzig. With 24

Plates and 5 so Original Illustrations.

In 2 royal octavo volumes. Cloth,

$is.oo; half morocco, $17.00. Sold

oiilv by subscription.

Howard A. Kelly, M. D.
,. _, ^ complete modem treatise extant on operative

.^vnecoloe^ T^r^ay that the w(-rk fulfills the expectations

^^In^rai^of the iUustraticns ( ne can hardly say too much

which it had aroused is no faint praise . .

;

J" P™f„°^; i„at thev vere almcst tco profuse. But of

If they were less instructive one migh ^e |empted to^y
-^^t^ndanee, and their accuracy and

such gcKxl work it would seem ungratef^.1 '° ^y ''^^^^'7;;,
'

^^d go far in helping' to render clear some

artistic value certainly much
f
"^ance >« ;aU« ° ^^^'; '^ak eland Med.cal Ga.ette.

lithographs, but theillustrat.nnstoUr. Kelly s^^o^k can
_^^^ examination, ari^sthes.a,

ume includes sepsis, bacteriology. toP^e/fP"^
'f^eiXwhood „f the vulva, vacina, cervix, ar.d blacdtr,

plasticoperationsandsurgicalprocedure, m the r.eiMib^^^
ai d wide, ar.d he knows how to ccnvey

and vaginal hysterectomy Dr. Kelly »
'^:«*^";:„t^7,i". mating • Kellv's n ethcd' ar.d also total h>s-

his ideas to others The b«a"'y ^ \^^^ -J^^'l^^his rema kable work.'- ^/'^"/' ^»/«'<-'''"' >«"«"'•

terectomy for cancer are in keeping with the rest of this ema
„„,„^b,,dlv the most impor-

"The book, which is in two volumes, has now been >."''
'^f

^^ ^'^i', ""Tage N. t -nly the great

tant Jork upon this subject which has yet beer, written m h^EnKl^sJiJanguag^^^^^^^ y

excellence of the letterpress, but
^''"'',"'^^.^r'f„f"J^'^ American school of gvnecology and of the high

it is furnished, render the work one w^ell worthy of »

'^ f ^*r'^'''
; ; impdJible to ^peak »"" ^'f^^^V-

reputation of it. author. . .Of the pla es and
'""^»\«^7^„^^yi, '("^^e congratulated not only on

MLy of them are triumphs ''^ 'h«
'""^•^^'°^^,.^^'^,_^r?lced "hi artMs' drawing^ in such a remarkable

his artists, but also upon his P"blj*hers. nnIio have reproducea
^ standard work upon the sub-

-c^^7which•tK:^"r/sh.;f.dte i'^'fhfhaTds« ;:yn^eco,ogists and surgeons performing peKic

°"";:;;o::::^Syswork.tothe pu^ucat^iof ^.-c^^e^enu^^f^ j-;^

^!^^^!^rl^y=7^}^^^^S:!^Jr ''[
,,„.,. .....emost

.. VV cruder this work, so far as it goes, the most valuable,
^-^^^.rTc^n'^iMo l^arn^soZ"

advaned t!ut has vet »PPf"«» >V"; '^y„tw U;ht " ^/""^^^^^^^^ ">'•*''•

thing new, 31 to fm a something old put ma new ii„m. a
„, ,/ i-,,„>,w

•' Essentially a practical book in every sen^e of the word."-..W-r./ J^er.e,. of A-

.

mvs.

.. J":i;;lL.;Hterary outfit is ccmple.e without this latest addition to surgical knowledge. -

Fhilad^lt.'aa MtJical Journal. ^„„„, should not

(or ready reference."- t'»«'«rj,/> Medical Magazine.
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E. L. Keyes, M.D.

KEYES.

A Practical Treatise on the Surgical

Diseases of the Genito-Urinary

Organs,

Including Syphilis. Designed as a

Manual for Students and Practitioners.

By E. L. Keyes, A. M., M. D., Professor

of Genito-Urinary Surgery, Syphilol-

ogy, and Dermatology in Bellevue

Hospital Medical College. Being a re-

vision of a Treatise, bearing the same

title, by Van Buren and Keyes. Second

edition, thoroughly revised ai,

larged. With Engravings. 8v

pages. Cloth, $>oo ; .sheep, ^ .m.

" Since 1874 the advances in the department of surgery

included under the term genito-urinary have been so con-

siderable that the work »«f"'«"/\VP"f''=''"y !,t^X''™w we may allude to litholapaxy, suprapubic

... To mention a few subjects that are essentially new «e^
methods of dealing

C5-stotorav (the modified and revised "^"^'^'""^/^l'^;';*^;, challenge favorable comparison
with hydrocele, and the radical

f";;!,"' r^"ff<^,f^,^^^„'edTt\wi7nor i" all that is

r^U^i^-aTetbKSlble^^^^^^^^^
—Afedical Record.

The Tonic Treatment of Syphilis.

Bv E. L. Keyes, A. M., M. D., Adjunct Professor of Surgery and Pro-

fessor of Dermatology in the Bellevue Hospital Medical College, etc.

Second edition. 8vo. 8i pages. Cloth, $1.00.

.. My studies in syphilitic blood have yjej^^d -suUs at once -^atifymg to me and - -nv--|

as to the tonic influence of minute doses of
^"^"'^•^^f^VlvDMU by small (tonic doses of mercury.

KINGSLEY.

A Treatise on Oral Deformities,

As a Branch of Mechanical Surgery. Pv Norman W. Kingsley M. D. S..

D D S , President of the Board of Censors of the State oi New York,

laie Dean of the New York College of Dentistry and Professor of Dental

Art and Mechanism, etc. With over 3S0 Illustrations. 8vo. Cloth.

$s.oo; sheep, $6.00.

"A casual glance at this work might impress
t'fy-'|"j"''„;\«J^:S„''''''Biurr^^^^^^

more practical value to the dentist than to the ger-
'''/Xt J,'Z ,aUer art^ms to be essential to the

a mere work on dentistry, although a Poetical tnow^ge of the la Wr art ««^ deformities

carrying out of the author's views regarding the c°"*^'°" "^^fA™ make particular reference to

of WhicTi he treats. We would be doing injustice « the work did «*
"°'^'^^f/,P?,7Jt is ^o thoroughly

i the masterly chapter on the treatment of fractures of the ^vver a«
. .^^' ^^''"t^^.e fr^'^res intelligently
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LEGG.

On the Bile. Jaundice, and Bilious Diseases.

Bv J.
W>cKHAM Lf.gg. M. D., F. R. C. S., Assistant Physician to St.

Bartholomew's Hospital, and Lecturer on Pathological Anatomy m the

Medical School. With llinsirations in Chromolithography. 8vo, 719

pages. Cloth, S'^.oo; ^;ep, $7-oo.

LITTLE.

Medical and Surgical Aspectb of In-Knee

(Genu-Valgum) : its Relation to Rickets ; its Prevention :
and its Treat-

ment, with or without Surgical Operation. By W. J.
Uttlf. M. D

FRCP late Senior Physician to and Lecturer on Medicme at the

London Hospital : Visiting Physician to the Infant Orphan Asylum at

Wanstead ; the Earlswood Asylum for Idiots :
Founder of the Royal

Orthopitdic .lospital, etc. Assisted by E. Muirhead Little, M. R. C. b

With complete Index, and. illustrated by upward of 50 Figures and

Diagrams. 8vo, ibi pages. Cloth, $2.00.

LORING.

A Text-Book of Ophthalmoscopy.

Bv Edwakd G. LoRiNG, M. I). Part I. The Normal Eye, Determina-

TioN OF Refraction, and Diseases of the Media. With 131 Illustra-

tions, and 4 Chromolithograph Plates containing 14 Figures. 8vo, 267

pages. Cloth, S>oo.

Part U. Edited bv F. B. Lor.ng. M. D. Diseases of the Rf™^' ^^'^

Nerve, and Chorioid : Their Varieties and Complications. With lili ;-

tration's and Chromolithographic Plate:. 8vo. Cloth, $5.00.

.'Since the first part of this work appeared, the profession has looked forward to its completion

.,, Z interest ^r it was known that the sudden death of the distinguished author would in no

:2 Terl fw th iuapV^a" nee, as he had left the manuscript nearly ready for publication. This

r^l^n sued under thrsupervision of his brother. Dr. I'. B. Loring. and c.msftutes the volume

L or^us The%r.//.r/ trea^ of the normal eye, determ.nation of refraction, d.seases o the med.a

Solocica op^cs, and theory of the ophthaimo.ope. The second fart ,the present volume
,

treats

S dSs of the r tina. optic nerve, and chorioid. their varieties and complications, so that the subject

o o^h'lm scopv is fully covered ; and, treated of in the lucid and attractive style of the author w th

hs attend on to minute details, an abundance of original illustrations, and the hearty co-operat.on of a

5^ a publUher, a work of great excellence has been produced. It is the work of a master, he cro«-n-

nTlab^." o a n,;,, of r.re .Lntif.c attainment. k.en perreption. discriminating jud.ment^ close obser-

vation and large experience, combined with clearness of expression seldom seen; and .s a fitfng

monument to his pre^ous work in this direction, which has made the Loring ophthalmoscope known

wherever ophthalmology is practiced "-.l/.'«/A'> Journal o/ Medical Sciences.
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LUSK.

The t^r.vnre and Art oi Midwifery.

B, W.ii.AM Thompson Ll-sk.M. A.. M. D., late Professor of Ohstetncs

nnd D seases of Women and Children in the Belleyue HospU.^ Med.cal

CoUeee- Obstetric Surgeon to the Maternity and Emergency Hospitals

a,;l i:;.coLgist to th'e Bellevu. Hospital, ^ew edU.on rev.sed and

enlirged With :-46 Illustrations. 8vo. Cloth, $'..00, sheep, S<^ 00.

.. To .he many famriur wi.h ^^^^1^^^^^^^!^:^^ Z7i::^i^^<^^^^'^^
,ra.ific...ion which wjU be increased by n^^^^^

.^ ^^^ n.edical «:h,H.ls abroad was not

revision of the entire book. Th'^.f^"P'f'°" °^ ^uch to insist that in its present form it is the leading

,,,ededtc. stamp us value, and It IS not say^^^^^^^ ^ ^ ^^„^^ ^,f supereroKatio.. to again

;%r-u"tTpT:c;::;It'^orth'rnd^?s^lL^a%s^^^
maWe.up."-«,..,v .»/..../ .'.cor,.r.

"
..
This .ell-Wnown text-booU and b-U of reference nee^^^^^^ indor--nt from^us. It is «.neral^

;;le"^''c':?eru"l^evi:ed°! s'oVatTt iTpW^ntd lyS^^^t^' essentia^iiy a new boo..' and fully up to

^l^^e_"—Maryland Medical Journal.
^^

LUYS.

The Brain and its Func^'ons.

""bTTli-vs, Physician to the Hospice de la Salpetriere. With lUustra-

tions. i2mo. Cloth, Si- so.

MARKOE.

A Treatise on Diseases of the Bones.

B,.jhovusM.Markoe,M. I)., Professor of Surgery in the College of

P^.Iicrs and Surgeons, New York. etc. With b6 Plates and 34 Wood-

flits 8vo, 416 pages. Cloth, $4.=io.
CUIS,. ,^ Y

,:. on diseases of the bones, embracing their structural changes as

THIS valuable work is a treatise on 'l'^^^" °';;^ includinc also an account of the various

1 affected by disease, their clinica. '^'-^^^^'^^t of^ b^^^^^^^^^^ i" i- scope, and no

tumors which grow in or upon thtm. None the ,»p
^^.^^^^ ^^ ^^^

ine subject, and a valuable contribution to medical literature.
^

MATHEWS.

A Treatise on Diseases of the Rectum, Anus, and Sigmoid Flexure.

~
^.^^^^^. ^_ I)., of Louisville, Ky.. Professor of the

Pdncipes and Practice of Surgerv, and Clinical Lecturer on D'senses of

th Re urn in the Kentucky School of Medicine, etc. With 6 Chrorno-

Jh^.phs'andn^rous^.us^^^
Svo =;;7Dac:es. Cloin, !}>-<. 00, snecp, <?w.'-^- -

. -j „j

T^HE woH. is niLid ., si. chrom.ithographs. -"^^^ ----""..^S;^TS^:::?
1 other affections of the rectum, and by numerous cuts in the text, l.r.^- la^^^^^^

^^^ ^^ _^ ,^^^^ ^

years to the study and teaching o. the diseases -'''^^ jirc
^^^j ^^^ ^ ;^

.^\^^ medical profession,

work that is unique in its excellence and fully up to date. »'^ P ^""'"^"^

as a surgeon, teacher, and sp. ..alist, insures the success of the work.
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MAUDSLEY.
Body and Mind.

-.n Inquiry into their Connection and Mutual Influence, especially r,

Reference to Mental Uiso.ders. An enlarged and revised edition t

which are added Psychological Essays. By Henry Maudsiey. M. I)

London. i2mo, 27s pages. Cloth, $1. so.
, , . ^. ^ •„, ,,

T-HF general plan of this work mnv be described as being to bring man. both m his physical ar

T"J;„^:Uelations.asmuchaspos.Uewith.nthescopeofsc,ent.ficmqu,ry.

.. Many and valuable. books have »--
;'>'„\-,^J^:&!;^^^^^^^^ ITaSn^i ;'ubT^,\"^d^he':.

forms of mental aberration. B"'^rn'V^^^"'^"l>l„d"n/ound minds are not matters of distinct inv.

fore empirically. That the phenomena of «>"nd a^^ ^~"
^ ^^^j,^ ^ ^,„ ^ stated. Hu

tigation. but inseparable parts
?L?' ursuJd %^^rlte"y Ind ^n in the hands of two distmct clas..

strange to say. they had always been P"^fX ^^P"f\7^''i"nal!y borrowed a stray fact from the abu.

of investigators. The
'"^'"^"^^""^...X^S.^e'^ Tu" tl^^XsUMan. on the other hand, had no theoretic,

dant cases compiled by '^e nicd.cal authorme. but^^^^^^
^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^„^^^^ ^^ „

clew to his observations beyond
^^^'"^""'"f,^',""^ „, Jh, mind, or rather to construct a basis for boti.

The Physiology of the Mind.

Being the First Part of a third edition, revised enlarged ^nd i" grea:

part rewritten, of '"The Physiology and Pathology of the Mmd. B>

Henry MAUDSLEY. M. I).. London. i2mo, S47 pages. Cloth, S2.00.

COVrFVrS Chapter I. On the Method of the Study of the Mind. II. The Mind and the Nen-

ous^r m; Th/^inai ^^^ -j^^:::;^^:^^^^^^^ H^

S=S:^;rS -r^^I^Ac^atir^n.- IX. Memory a^ I^.na.on^

Responsibility in Mental Diseases.

By Henry Maudsley, M. D., London. i2mo, 31.^ pages. Cloth, Si. so.

"This book is a compact presentation of those facts and P""Fiples «hich squire to be taken mu

—Popular Science .Vonthly.

The Pathology of Mind.

Being the third edition of the Second Part of the "Physiology and

Pathology of Mind." Recast, enlarged, and rewritten. By Henri

Maudsi.ey, M. D., London. i2mo, s8o pages. Cloth. S2.00.

rOXTF\'TS- Chapter I. Sleeping and Preaming. II. Hypnotism, Somnambulism, and Alhed

Statef m T^eCausItion and iLention of Insanity, ...Etiological. IV The. same continued

^The Causation and Prevention of Insanity; ,*. ''"«''°'°*^.-'
/''.^i^'^^^Sc—^^^

VII. The Symptomatology of Insanity. VIIL The same continued
^^tm ntof V 't S.oHe"

Disease. X. The Morbid Anatomy of Mental Derangement. M. The Trr.,tm.m ot .vem
^

THE new material includes chapters on " Dreaming." "Somnambulism and its AH,, d States, and

A large additions in the chapters on the "Causation and Prevention of Insanity.
. ^ ,. .

" Dr Maudsley has had the courage to undertake and the skill to execute what is, at least m English,

an original enterprise,"—/.<>«<'''"< Saturday Review.

,1
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McSHERRY.

Health, and How to Promote it.

• TTT' Mn Prnfp<;sor of Practice of Medicine, Uni-

«tr i2mo 1 8s pages. Cloth, Si-2->.

Baltimore Gazette. ^^^
-^

MILLS.

A T''-^-^""^^ of Comparative Physiology.

P^, Students and Practitioners of Veterinary Medicine. By Wesley

MiiLS M. A.,M. D. Cloth, $3-00.

.. TM «o:U, though one of many on. the -^jec-^^rpCoro^YofS^^^^^
oosition'nX foremost rank, of authont.es on comFaramt P^;«^^"j

^er wonderful m.des. The

ilK^tnlFnlsltt^y ^c^V-err%r;er„ 4s and diagrams, ..th .h.ch h. .or.

a^SndV^6V«M.r» Med.cal Record.

A Text-Book nf Animal Physiology.

„, Reproducon or SMen« of Hum,„ . ^^^P.^ ,^ ^^^.^^

5v,iv»:r»n" .t V..e;inan"con.ge, Montreal. Wi.h .0, ,n.,.ra-

MORROW.

A ^v,t,n. of Genito-Urinary D.s.»s», Syphilol.gy,.a;!d.D;rma:

$22. SO : half morocco, S24.00. ^"^ -
_ .^ ^^^i^j^^

to the specia_hst .n , . depanrnent^
llX'ities. wh'ohave aU cl

Whatever well-marked cases may be .ua wun .n n.= ...^^. ..^.
^^^ .^ ^^.^^^^^^ ^ .,,

.. As a complete and systematic treatise o"^^r^^'"%^„"t,J^taT feature of this work is the large

1, is in ever>- ^ense m.xiern and emment y pr^^^^^^^

number of excellently executed illustrations.
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NEUMANN.

Handbook of Skin Diseases.

Bv Ur. IsiDOR Neumann, Lecturer on Skin Diseases in the Royal Univer-

sity of Vienna. Translated from the second German edition, with Notes,

by Lucius I). Bulkley, A. M., M. U., Surgeon to the New York Dis-

pensary. Department of Venereal and Skin Diseases; Assistant to the

Skin Clinic of the College of Physicians and Surgeons, New York. etc.

8vo, 467 pages. With bb Woodcuts. Cloth, $4.00: sheep, Ss.oo.

NIEMEYEEl.

A Text-Book of Practical Medicine.

With Particular Reference to Physiology and Pathological Anatomy.

Bv the late Dr. Felix von Nihmeyer, Professor of Pathology and Thera-

peutics: Director of the Medical Clinic of the University of Tubingen.

Translated from the eighth German edition, with special permission of

the Author, by George H. Humphreys, M. D., one ol the Physicians to

Trinity Intirmary, Fellow of the New York Academy of Medicine, etc.,

and Charles E. Hacklev, M. D., one of the Physicians to the New York

Hospital and Trinity Intirmary, etc. Revised edition of 1880. 8vo,

1628 pages. Cloth, $g.oo: sheep, $11.00.

" This new American edition o{ Niemever fully sustains the reputation of previous ones, and may be

considered as to style and matter, superior to any translation that could have been made from the latest

German edition. It will be recollected that since the death of Professor Niemeyer, m 1871, his work has

been edited by Dr. EuRene Seitz. Although the latter gentleman has made many additions and changes,

he has destroyed somewhat the individuality of the original. The American editors have wisely resolved

to preser\e the stsle of the author, and adhere as closely as possible to his individual views and his par-

ticular style. Extra articles have been inserted on chronic alcoholism, morphia-poisoning, paralysis

agitans, scleroderma, elephantiasis, progressive pernicious anaemia, and a chapter on yellow fever. The

work is well printed, as usual."— .V/^rf/fa/ Record.

NIGHTINGALE.
Notes on Nursing.

What it is, and whn it is not.

140 pages. Cloth, 7s cents

Bv Florence Nightingale. i2mo,

THESE notes are meant to give hints for thought to those who have personal charge of the health

of others Everyday sanitary knowledge, or the knowledge of nursing, or, in other words, of how

to put the constitution in such a state that it will have „,, disease, or that it can recover from disease

is recognized as the knowledge which every one ought to have-distinct from medical knowledge, which

only a profession can have.
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William Oslkr, M. U.

OSLER.

Th> Principles and Practice of Medi-

cine.

Designed for the Use of Practitioners

and rtudents of Medicine. By William

OsLER, M. IX. Fellow of the Royal Col-

. lege of Physicians, London ;
Professor

of Medicine in the Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity and Physician in Chief to the

Johns Hopkins Hospital. Baltimore;

formerly Professor of the Institutes ot

Medicine, McGill University. Montreal;

and Professor of Clinical Medicine in

the University of Pennsylvania, Phila-

delphia. Third edition, revised, re-

written, reset, enlarged, and brought

up to date in all departments. o.

Cloth, Ss.so; sheep. $b.so; half mo-

place in the front rank of .ued.cal pract.ce
^xv'-Cincinnati Lancet-

.. The first edition was «reat, the second greater, and this last Rreale.

Clinic.
, ,

, .;,.„_ ,,,jj. i„urnal, November ,^c, 1895, page

six yeiti"-Therapeutic Gazette.

Lectures on the niatrnosis of Abdominal Tumors.

r-'phy^rn "-^ieno *: U^ HorRlns Hosp..,,. B^.i^ore.

Small 8V0. Cloth, Si. =iO.
• ,„nP, ,nd nature of abdominal tumors

XHE sources to which we turn for eviden^ resp^tm^ the ex. t^

^^^^^^ ^.^^^^^^^ .^ ,,, ,„„ ^ •,

1 are : The form and appearance presented to the e> «
J^y ^„e, ;„ ^ few instances the

the resistance a..certained by pressure ; «he --ds ehe, ed by pe^^^^^
^^^ besides these local and

sounds perceptible to the ear, either alone o by
'^^^^^^'"^ „f ^^e various excretions, as render-

ably correct diagnosis.

J
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OSLER.

Lectures on Angina Pectoris and Allied States.

Delivered to the GradiKiting Class in Medicine at the Johns Hopkins

Hospital. By William Osler, M. D., Professor of Medicine, Johns

Hopitins Ui.i -ersity, etc. With slight additions and corrections.

Small 8vo. Cloth, $i. so.

" The subject of angina, after passing through the stage of elaborate treatises, comes before us once
more in the concise form of lectures in Professor Oslir's neat volume. Within a comparatively f.-w

pages it is presented to us in that trree and yet attr -''ve style of which he is a master. He is ecjually

known to us as a polishi-d writer, and as an enthusii in<|uirer into neglected cha|)ters of the history

of medicine. In both directions he • is made ' e ' use of the opportunity with which his present
subject furnishes YAm."~lirilish .Veaical Journal.

OSWALD.
Physical Education ; or, The Health Laws of Nature.

By Felix L. Oswald, M. D. i2mo. Cloth, $1.00.

" It is a good sign that books on physical training multiply in this age of mental straining. Dr.
Felix I.. Oswald, author of the above book, may Ijc somewhat sweeping; in his statements and beliefs,

but ei'ery writer who, li • him. clamors for simplicity, naturalness, and frugality in diet, for fresh air

and copious exercise, is a benefactor. Let the dyspeptic, and those who are always troubling them-
selves and their friends about their manifold ailments, take Dr. Oswald's advice, and look more to their
aliments and their exercise."

—

Sno York Herald.

PELLEW.
A Manual of Practical Medical Chemistry.

By Charles E. Pellew, E. M., Demonstrator of Chemistry and Physics,

College of Physicians and Surgeons, New York. With Illustrations.

i2mo. Cloth, $2.50.

"Taken in its entirety, we consider the work before us an excellent guide for a laboratory course in

medical c'lemistry. . . . The author has supplied a needed manual, and is to be congratulated over
his success. The publishers have got the book up in excellent manner. The plates are splendid and
the typography tne."—Buffalo Medical and Surgical Journal.

PHELPS.
Injuries of the Brain and its Membranes.

With a Special Study of Pistol-Shot Wounds of the Head in their

Medico-Legal and Surgical Relations. By Charles Phelps, M. D.,

Surgeon to Bellevue and St. Vincent's Hospitals. Second edition,

revised and enlarged. With 49 Illustrations. 8vo, 616 pages. Cloth,

$^.00. Sold only by subscrtption.

"T^HIS work is based upon the author's observation of five hundred consecutive cases of brain injury

from external violence, and is designed to be an exposition of the injuries which the brain suffers

from such causes. The work is one that will interest not only the surgeon, but will prove of service to

the general practitioner who occasionally finds himself in need of the aid to be derived from a wider

clinical observation than his opportunities have afforded him.

" We have no hesitation in saying that it is the most complete work on this division of brain surgery
which has yet appeared in KrrxTKca.."—Journal of the American Medical Association.

"The b:>ok, taken as a whole, is an exceptionally able one, and should be in the library of every
practicing surgeon. It is rot a repetition, but an ailditional contribution to surgery. The author's
style is clear and concise. "

—

International Medical Magazine.
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PIFFARD.

A Practical Treatise on Diieasei of the Skin.

By HhNRY G. I'iKKARD. A. M.. M. D.. Clinical I'rofessor of Dermatology.

University of the City of New ,; ; Surgeon in Charge of the New

York Dispensary for Diseases of the Skin, etc. ; assisted by Robert M.

Filler. M. D.. Lecturer on Dermatology. University of the City of

New York, etc. With <^o full-page Original Plates and 11 Illustrations

in the Text. 4to. H..lf morocco. $i s.oo. Sold only by subscription.

" It is unqualifiedly the \»M photographic atlas of skin diseases which has been published and thU

alone is sufti, irnl to comraend it to the favorable notice of every one pratticmB nieilicme. I he au hor

h« demonstrated the fait that colored plates are not aUolutely essential to the pictorial representation

o"kfn d^i^a^s The plates in this work are nemn of the photographic art, b<u.K hand*.me large

arto?y,*» made from nigative, by the author, who has demonstrated in his atlas the perfe. ion ha

may bl attained by the use of the' flash llKht.' We can find only one fault with 'he work. i( fauU it

canCcaltei vi«..\he limited number of plates. Those that are Riven are ... uo.k, that we would Idje

to JTa larter number, and we ho[.e that a suppUmentary lume ..( such *.lll* issued at f'"^f
'"«"^«

date not far removed. 1 he publishers have not been behin.l in their share of th-
'^JJt, '>.^ K

raphy is m..sl excellent and clean, tne paf^r of the l)est. and the bindinic neat am - 1 he work

should meet with a lar^e and ready sale, as it combines merit, value, anil iheapnes-

seen."— iV. Ia'uu Mtdical and Surgical Journal.

. manner seldom

POMEROY.

The Diagnosis and Treatment of Diseases of the Ear.

By Owen D. Pomkroy, M. D., Surgeon to the Manhattan Hye and Ear

Hospital, etc. New edition, revised and enlarged. With loo Illustra-

tions. 8vo. Cloth, Si.oo.

" The several forms of aural disease are dealt with in a manner exceedinRly satisfactory. The work

i. quite exhaustive ... its scope, and will represent a,, authority on th.s subject which we believe w.ll be

duly appreciated bv the profession."— .>/<'./'f.</ ReiorJ.

'. This second edition has been carofully revise,!, and a number of
I'^^^f ,af *;" ^J/"?'!'"""""'^""'

have been adde<l so as t.. render the volume an accurate representative of the science of aural surgery

as it exi.sts ttvday."- .l/*i/'<r.»/ and Surgical KtporUr.

POORE.

Osteotomy and Osteoclasis,

For the Correction of Deformities oi the Lower Limbs. By Charlks T.

PooRE, M. D., Surgeon to St. Mary's Free Hospital for Children, New

York. With =io Illustrations. 8vo. 202 pages. Cloth. S2. v..

" By reason of the simple and ciden-ed style in which Dr. F<H>re has written «h« monograph its

moderate size can not be taken as an index either ..f the importance of the subject or of the amount^of

investicaiion and personal experience which it represents. For a number of vears past the author has

mI"e"'SienT'usror;xe;p7irnar":;pj;;Vu;^;;e;ior"a-practi^^^^^ ,...d critical stGdy of the operative treat-

mem of deorm.ties of the lower liml^ I., several lesser co...ributions to literature "e has shown h.m-

s^?f eminently clear-headed and fair in his estimation of facts, and his readers will not now be disap-
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QUAIN.
Dictionary of Medicine.

A Dictionary of Diseases : Their Eti-
ology, Pathology, Symptoms, Diag-

nosis, and Treatment. By Various

Writers. Edited bv Sir Richard Quain,

Bart., M. D., LL D., etc., late Physi-

cian Extraordinary to Her Majesty the

Queen ; Consulting Physician to the

Hospital for Diseases of the Chest,

Brompton, etc. Assisted by Frederick

Thomas Roberts, M. D., B. Sc, and J.

Mitchell Bruce, M. A., M. D., Fellows

of the Royal College of Physicians, etc.

With an American Appendix by Samuel
Treat Armstrong, Ph. D., M. D., Visit-

ing Physician to the Harlem, Willard

Parker, and Riverside Hospitals, New
York. New, thoroughly revised, and enlarged edition. In 2 volumes.

Half morocco, $14.00. Sold only by subscriptioti.

" It is not to he expected to find here an exhaustive account of any topic, but the salient and most
important features are in shape to be easily and conveniently grasped."

—

American Lancet.

"As a useful, practical reference book of medicine, Quain's 'Dictionary' must be regarded as a
standard of the highest vaXue"—Atlanta Medical and Surgical Journal.

'• It is by far the most complete dictionary of medicine in two volumes extant."

—

Buffalo Medical
and Surgical Journal.

Sir Richard Quain, M. D.

RANNEY.
The Applied Anatomy of the Nervous System.

Being a Study of this Portion of the Human Body from a Standpoint of

its General interest and Practical Utility. Designed for Use as a Text-
Book and as a Work of Reference. By Ambrose L. Ranney, A.M.,
M. D., late Adjunct Professor of Anatomy and Lecturer on the Diseases

of the Genito-Urinary Organs and on Minor Surgery in the Medical

Department of the University of the City of New York, etc. Second
edition, thoroughly revised. Profusely illustrated. 8vo. Cloth, $5.00;
sheep, S6.00.

" When compared with the first edition, this is virtually a new work. We obser\-e. particularly with
reference to the section on the brain, a p-eat deal of new matter, dealing with the recent progress made
in the anatomy and physiology of this important organ. This volume is enlargid, and profusely illus-
trated by many new cuts and diagrams.'which fully represent the author's methods of teacliing, and
afford the student a most ready means of acquiring a thorough knowledge of neurological anatomy and
physiology. In treating the present subject. Professor Ranney has simplified the most prclix depart-
ment of medicine, viz., neuropathology. In the collection and arrangement of the material he seems
to recognize that no anatomical or physiological fact is worthy of consideration unless possessed of
some important practical bearing in medicine. Were all books on medicine written after this manner,
we ui.uiU have less literature but more knowledge. We liave no hesitancy in pronouncing this the
representative work in the English language on the applied anatomy of the nervous system. "—5'fffr<7-
mento .Medical Times.
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REED.
A Text-Book of Gynecology.

Edited by Charles A. L. Reed, A. M..

M. D., Gynecologist and Lecturer on

Diseases of Women at the Cincinnati

Hospital; President of the American

Medical Association (1900-1 901); Fel-

low of the American Association of

Obstetricians and Gynecologists; Fel-

low of the British Gynecological So-

ciety ; Corresponding Member of the

National Academy of Medicine of

Peru, etc. Illustrated with about 400

Original Drawings by Roy J. Hopkins.

8vo, 1000 pages. Cloth, $5.00; sheep,

$6.00. Sold only by subscription.

THIS work is an exposition of the practice of medicine,

in its broadest sense, as applied to diseases peculiar to

women. Nearly one half of the volume is from the pen of the editor, while the remainder is based

upon contributions from distinguished British and American writers and teachers, not only of gyne-

cology, but of the cognate subjects of pathology, bacteriology, neurology, dermatology, general surgery,

and internal medicine.

The various contributions, while duly accredited to their respective authors, do not appear as an

aggregation of dissociated monographs, but are blended into a consecutive text, harmoniously arranged

to fulfill in the highest degree the requirements of a comprehensive, practical, and up-to-date text-book

for both practitioners and students.

Charles A.

RIBOT.

Diseases of Memory : An Essay in the Positive Psychology.

By Th. Ribot, Author of " Heredity," etc. Translated from the French

by William Huntington Smith. i2mo. Cloth, $i.so.

"'Memory,' savs M. Ribot, 'is a general function of the nervous system. It is based upon the

faculty possessed by the nervous elements of conserving a received modification, and of forming asso-

ciations.' And again :
' Memory is a biological fact. A rich and extensive memory is not a collection

of impressions, but an accumulation of dynamical associations, very stable and ver>- responsive to proper

stimuli. . . . The brain is like a laboratory, full of movement, where thousands of operations are going

on all at once. Unconscious cerebration, not being subject to restrictions of time, operating, so to

speak, only in space, may act in several directions at the same moment. Consciousness is the narrow

gate through which a very small part of all this work is able to reach us.' M. Kibot thus reduces dis-

eases of memory to law, and his treatise is of extraordinary \nUxes,\.."—Philadelphia Press.

RICHARDSON.

A Ministry of Health, and Other Addresses.

By B. W. Richardson, M. D., M. A., F. R. S., etc. lamo, 354 pages.

Cloth, $i.so.

" The author is so widely and favorably known that any book which bears his name will receive

respectful attention. He is one of those hiehlv educated vet practical, public-spirited gentlemen who
adorn the profession of medicine and do far more than their share toward elevating its position before

the public. This book, owing to the character of the matter considered and the author's attractive

style, affords means for relaxation and instruction to every thoughtful person."—i/^rf/fa/ Gazette.
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RICHARDSON.

Diseases of Modem Life.

By B. W. Richardson, M. D., M. A., F. R. S., etc. i2mo, 520 pages.

Cloth, $2.00.
" In this valuable and deeply interesting work Dr. Richardson treats the ner%ous system as the

very principle of life, and he shows how men do it violence, yet expect immunity where the natural

sentence is deaXYt."— Charleston Ccuiier.

ROBERTS.

Notes on the Modern Treatment of Fractures.

By John B. Roberts, M. D., Professor of Surgery in the Philadelphi.i

Polyclinic ; Mutter Lecturer on Surgical Pathology of the College ot

Physicians of Philadelphia. With 39 Illustrations. Small 8vo, 162

pages. Cloth, $1.50.

THIS book deals only with matters of practical interest to, and conditions that are likely to arise

daily in, the work of the surgeon. It gives a terse yet clear exposition of the modem treatment

of fractures, and enters into the practical details of varying conditions. The work gives evidence of

intelligent and careful observation on the part of the author, and it will be found to be of great assist-

ance to the general practitioner as well as to the surgeon.

" It is a book which will prove of the highest interest to surgeons, and in which they will find many
useful hints interspersed throughout the notes."—6V. Louis Medical and Surgical Journal.

" We think that the title alone of this book will make it sell, as there is no subject which will so

appeal at once to the practitioner as the modern treatment of fractures. There are few duties to be

performed by the medical man which require the exercise of so much judgment and common sense as

the scientific setting of a fractured XmAi."—Canadian Journal of Medicine and Surgery.

" This book is one of the most satisfactory treatises which has yet been written upon this important

subject, and it should be in the library of every surgeon, practitioner, and student. . . . Physicians will

be especially gratified at the simplicity everywhere urged, at the few and simple appliances recom-

mended, and at the mildly sarcastic references to the complicated splints and devices which have hitherto

been considered necessary by many surgeons, and which have been so little short of barbarous, that in

many cases the treatment has been a much worse calamity than the fracture itself."

—

Journal 0/ Medi-
cine and Science.

" The work is modem in every respect, and the methods of treating different fractures are up to

date, and such as physicians of to-day should know and carry out. . . . Every chapter is very impor-

tant. The work is clearly and neatly printed and bound. ... It will be most valuable to all practicing

physicians."

—

North Carolina Medical Journal.

"The writer is fresh, clear, and practical, covering thoroughly, in the fullest manner, all that is

known of real value on the subject of fractures. His methods are modern and contain much that is

original, and his opinions are worthy of most careful consideration."—//a*«*m<J««M« Monthly.

" The nineteen essays which go to make up this little book contain an astonishing amount of sound
observation and advice that can not fail to mterest and instract the reader. Although some of Dr.

Roberts's doctrines may sound overbold, as his advocacy of the rather free resort to incision upon closed

fractures, and his statement that most cases of CoUes's fracture need no splint, nevertheless the book
is one which no one can read without profit, and which should be in the hands of every general prac-

titioner. "

—

Northwestern Lancet.

ROBINSON.

A Manual of Dermatology.

By A. R. Robinson, M. B., L. R. C. P. and S. (Edinburgh), Professor of

Derm.itnjngv .it the New York Polyclinic ; Professor of Histology and

Pathological Anatomy at the Woman's Medical College of the New York

Infirmary. Revised and corrected. 8vo, 647 pages. Cloth, $?.oo.
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RCX^ER.

Introduction to the Study of Medicine.

By G. H. Roger, Professor Extraordinary in the Faculty of Medicine

of Paris; Member of the Biological Society, and Physician to the

Hospital of Porte-D'Aubervilliers. Authorized Translation by I . S.

Gabriel, M. D., with Additions by the Author. 8vo, S45 pages. Index.

Cloth, $5.00 ; sheep, $6.00. Sold only by subscription.

THE Medical Faculty of the University of Paris havinf; instituted a course of lectures especially

intended for those entering upon the laborious study of the Medical Sciences, Profeisor Roger

was asked to a rry out this plan. He delivered the lectures in 1897 and 1898. Dr. Gabriel says :

" fie has accomplishtd the task most admirably. With this book he reveals to the student an immense

horizon, presenting to him a comprehensive Uew 0/ ensemble, and constantly arresting his attention

Kithfacts and principles of paramount importance. Not alone the student, but also the practitioner

who would ever keep fully abreast with the times, will find in this wort a masterful r/sumi of recent

medical advancement."

Dr. Roger having received a copy of the American edition, wrrote Dr. Gabriel a cordial letter to the

following effect

:

, , .• / have just received the translation of my work, which you have

tsten to thank you most sincerely. I have gone oi'er your volume, and

rve rendered as faithfully as possible the author's thought. Permit me,

again for your kindness in bringing my book before the American public,

.•hough too eulogistically) in your preface.

Believe me, dear confrire, yoursfaithfully, Roger.

" This work is that of a master, and is intensely interesting."—5o«/*«-»« California Practitioner.

" It is just such works as this that will do more than anything else to lift medicine out of the slough

of empiricism."

—

Southern Practitioner.

Dear and Honor J

been so kind to mat
can bear witness th,

therefore, to thank y. <

and in commending u

ROOSEVELT.

In Sickness and in Health.

A Manual of Domestic Medicine and Surgery, Hygiene, Dietetics, and

Nursing. Dealing in a Practical Way with the Problems relating to

the Maintenance of Health, the Prevention and Treatment of Disease,

. and the most Effective Aid in Emergencies. By Various Writers.

Edited by J. West Roosevelt, M. D. Cloth, $5.00. SoU only by

subscription.

•pHIS work has been prepared in response to what appeared to be a general demand for a reference

* book which, while pertaining to the needs of the household, should be of service to physicians,

medical students, and trained nurses. The articles were contributed by medical men especially qualified

to write each on his particular subject ; and while they are presented in a popular and attractive form,

they are thoroughly practical.
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ROSCXDE AND SCHORLEMMER.

A Treatise on Chemistry.

By H. R. RoscoE, F. R. S., and C. Schorlemmer, F. R. S., Professors

of Chemistry in the Victoria University, Owens College, Manchester.

8vo. Illustrated.

Inorganic Chemistry. Vol. I, Non-Metallic Elements, cloth, $5.00.

Vol. 11, Metals—Pa 1 >, cloth, $3.00. Part 11, doth, $3.00.

Organic Chemistry. Vol. Ill, The Chemistry of the Hydrocarbons and

their Derivatives—Part I, cloth, $5.00. Part 11, cloth, $s.oo. Part 111,

cloth, $3.00. Part IV, cloth, $3.00. Part V, cloth, $3.00.

"The authois are evidently bent on making their book the finest systematic treatise on modem
chemistry ir the English language—an aim in which they are well seconded by their publishers, who

spare neither pains nor cost in illustrating and otherwise setting forth the work of these distinguished

<Sem\s.\s."—London Athenaum.

"It is difficult to praise too highly the selection of materials '-.d their arrangement, or the wealth

of illustrations which explain and adorn the text. <n it woodcuts, in its technological details, in its

historical notices, in its references to original memoirs, and in its clear type, smooth paper, and ample

margins the volume under review presents most commendable features. Whatever tesU of accuracy

as to figures and facts we have been able to apply have been satisfactorily met. It is most satisfactory

to find that the progrf 5S of this valuable work toward completion is so rapid that its beginning will not

have become antiquated before its end has been reached."—Z.o.»i/on Academy.

General Physiology of Muscles and Nerves.

By Dr. I. Rosenthal, Professor of Physiology at the University of

Erlangen. With 7=i Woodcuts. i2mo. Cloth, Si.ijO.

" Dr. Rosenthal claims that the present work is the ' first attempt at a connected account of general

phvsiology of muscles and nerves.' This being the case. Dr. Rosenthal is entitled to the greatest credit

for his clear and accurate presenution of the experimental data upon which must rest all future knowl-

edge of a very important branch of medical and electrical science. The book consists of 317 pages,

with 75 woodcuts, manv of which represent physiological apparatus devised by the author or by his

friends, Professor Du Bois-Reymond and Helmholtz. It must be" regarded as indispensable to all

future courses of medical study."

—

.\ew York Herald.

\2mo.

8vo.

Animal Intelligence .

ROMANES.

By G. J.
Romanes. (No. 44, International Scientific Series.)

Cloth, Si.7>

Mental Evolution in Animals.

With a Posthumous Essay on Instinct. By Charles Darwin

Cloth, S3. 00.

Mental Evolution in Man.

Origin of Human Faculty. 8vo. Cloth, $^.00.

Jelly-Fish, Star-Fish, and Sea-Urchins.

Being a Research on Primitive Nervous Systems. (No. 49, International

Scientific Scries.) i2mo. Cloth. $'. 7s.
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SCHROEDER.

A Manual of Midwifery.

Including the Pathology of Pregnancy and the Puerperal State. By

Dr Carl Schroeder, Professor of Midwifery and Director of the Lying-

in Institution in the Univ* rsity of Erlangen. Translated from the third

German edition by Charles H. Carter, B. A., M. D.. B. S. London,

Member of the Royal College of Physicians, London. With 26 Engrav-

ings on Wood. 8vo, 388 pages. Cloth, $3.50; sheep, $4.50.

.. Th.. translator feeU that no apoloey is needed in offering to the profe^ion a translation of Schroe-
'The tra"s'*;°^/.^'?/"*N"°T-u'r^rk

is well known in Germany, and extensively used as a text-

the latest scientific researches on the subject.

SCHULTZE.

The Pathology and Treatment of Displacements of the Uterus.

By Dr. B. S. Schultze, Professor of Gynaecology, Director of the Lying-

in Institution, and of the Gynaecological Clinic, in Jena. Translated

from the German by Jameson J. Macan, M. A., M. R. C. S. Eng., etc.

;

and edited by Arthur V. Macan, M. B., M. Ch., etc.. Master of the

Rotunda Hospital, Dublin. With 120 Illustrations. 8vo, 378 pages.

Cloth, $3.50.

SHAFFER.

Brief Essays on Orthopgdic Surgery.

Including a Consideration of its Relation to General Surgery, its Future

Demands, and its Op.rative as well as its Mechanical Aspects, with

Remarks on Specialism. By Newton M. Shaffer, M.D., Surgeon in

Chief to the New York Orthopaedic Dispensary and Hospital, etc.

i2mo, 81 pages. Cloth, $1.00.

SHEILD.

Surgical Anatomy for Students.

By A. Marmadl'KE Sheu.d, M. B. (Cantab.), F. R. C. S., Senior Assistant

Surgeon, Aural Surgeon, and Teacher of Operative Surgery, Charing

Cross Hospital. i2mo, 226 pages. Cloth, $1.75-

•yHE book is intended for students to use with the living model.

.. The hnnk rei.r«<-nts a full diet of meat ; there are no side dishes. It represents the actual fa«s

boiled down so that the residue is simply the facts and points in surgical anatomy most tersely and

a^urately Mp°essed . We advise every medical student to purchase a copy and always keep it

handy as a book of ready reference."—/.'"if<''-CV/«i'c.
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John V. Shoemaker, M. D.

SHOEMAKER.
A Text-Book of Diseases of the Skin.

By John V. Shoemaker, A. M., M. D.,

Professor of Dermatology in the Medi-

co-Chirurgical College of Philadelphia.

Third edition, revised and enlarged.

With 8 Chromolithographs and nu-

merous Engravings. 8vo, 894 pages.

Cloth, $5.00; sheep, $6.00.

"This large and elaborate work, which constitutes the
third edition of the author's practical treatise of Diseases of
the Skin, contains an enormous amount of well-arranged
information regarding skin affections, and also gives a fair

notion of the labor expended in its produaion."— i?i<^<j/i>

Medical yournal.

"Dr. Shoemaker's excellent work will be especially ac-

ceptable to the profession as being free from cumbrous
technicality, and as having been prepared to interest and
instruct the practitioner, and not to embarrass him with
burdensome details.''— CV>//<?^* and Clinical Record.

A Treatise on the

SHURLY.
Diseases of

the Nose and Throat.

By Ernest L. Shurly, M. D.,

Professor of Larynnology and

L. Shurly, M
of Laryngology

Clinical Medicine in the Detroit

College of Medicine ; Laryngolo-

gist to Harper Hospital, to St.

Mary's Hospital, and the Woman's
Hospital ; Consulting Physician

to St. Luke's Hospital, Detroit,

Mich. ; Fellow of the American

Laryngological Association, etc.

With numerous Illustrations and

6 Colored Plates. 8vo. Cloth,

Ss.oo; sheep, $6.00. Sold only

by subscription.

T^HIS work, eminently practical and free from
•' statistical and theoretical details, is especially

designed for the use of general practitioners and
medical students. It is basefl upon the experience

of a general practitioner Who for many years as a

teacher has given particular attention to the diagnosis

and treatment of l!ic forms of disease that are manifested in the nasal and lar)ngeai cavities. The
author recognizes that the lines of separation between general medicine and the so-called specialties

are becoming less clearly defined, and he has prepared this work in a way that makes it interesting and
helpful to the general practitioner, without lessening its i-alue to the throat and noise specialist.

Eknbst L. Shcrlv, M. D.
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SKENE.

A Treatise on the Diseases of Women.

By Alexander J. C. Skene, M. D., LL D., late Professor of Gynecology

in the Long Island College Hospital, Brooklyn, N. Y., etc. Third re-

vised and enlarged edition, rewritten and reset, with many new Illus-

trations. With 290 Engravings and 4 Plates in Colors. 8vo, 99 1 pages.

Cloth, $6 00; sheep, $7.00. Sold only by subscription.

THIS attractive work, which has been thoroughly revisetl at>d rewritten, and brought to date, is the

outcome and represents the experience of a long and active professional life, the greater part of

which has been spent in the treatment of the diseases of women. It is especially adapted to meet the

wants of the general practitioner, by enabling him to recogniie this class of diseases as he meeu them

in everyday practice and to treat them succes!>fully.

" This work, which is one of the most pt.pular as well as one of the best text and reference books

on the subject, has been thorouehly revised, and is now up to date in every particular. Professor Skene

has the rare faculty of writing in an attractive strain as well as instructively, and he has excelled him-

self in this last production."—*/fA»K'»'/ Journal of Practice.

"The style of Dr. Skene is terse, simple, and charming. He looks at things in a larce way, as is

expected of a man who is a successful teacher, technical author, and at the same time capable of writing

introspective novels. The third edition gives the latest views, theoretical and practical, of the surgical

diseases of women."—/«</ia«u Medical Journal.

" In the third edition of this excellent book there are many improvements over the last edition by

omissions, changes, and additions. The book has been made more exhaustive, more modern, and is in

keepine with the rapid progress in practical gynecology and the demand for higher medical education

which have caused the general adoption by all reputable medical colleges of the four years graded course

of lectures of from six to nine months each. . . . This book is sufficiently minute and comprehensive

for the requirements under this extended system of study, but its simpliaty and practifability especially

commend it to the students ; and as a book of reference, and for the busy general practitioner, it is not

surpassed by any book upon the subject recently published. "—Louisville .Medical Monthly.

" This as is well known, is one of the most popular of American works on gynecology, and it is a

erowine popularity, as the first edition came out in 1883, the second in 1K92, and now we have the third.

The book is in use as a text-book in many of the schools, and is well worthy of such use. It 11

suited to the needs of the stjdent as well as of the practitioner. Throughout Us nearly i,coo pages the

book gives evidence of the sincerity of the author and his desire to serve those who may use his book.

It deserves its popularity."— C/rt/^AjBrf Journal 0/ Medicine,

Medical Gynecology-

A Treatise on the Diseases of Women from the Standpoint of the Phy-

sician. By Alexander J. C. Sken^ M. D., late Professor of Gynecology

in the Long Island College Hospital, Brooklyn, N. Y.
;
formerly Pro-

fessor of Gynecology in the New York Post-Graduate Medical School;

Gynecologist to the Long Island College Hospital, etc. With Illustra-

tions. 8vo, S3b pages. Cloth, $s.oo; sheep, $6.00. Sohi only by

subscription.

" We have never read a more entertaining and profitable book. The purpose of its popular author

in contributing this his latest volume on gynecology is to outlire »''e.P"''?'y.'"t^"^^' ^P!il,™ '7 '""^

ject, and especially to draw the line clearly between medical and surgical '"d'cations for treatment .

The general principles underlying heredity, sexual types, and functions are described at length, am tne

functional and organic disorders peculiar to women are dIscusFed in an exceptionally ratioiiai *"° P™-"

tical manner. Throughout the pages of the book hygiene and prophylaxis are given sp«ial ^tteniion.

The book is altogether valuabl- knd desirabV. and ought to be read by every medical student and prac

titioner, particularly the latter" -Denver M dical Times.

" This i« not a text-book, hut better than a text-book to the rractitioner. It is the record of a lipe

exoerience and gives many facts and calls attention to many ronditii.ns that the mere lexl-tx.ol;5 ot tne

day can not reach. In short, it is a book that oueht to be rad bv the practitioner, and then there will

be the need of many references to its pages to refresh memory."— Virgtma Medical Monthly.
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SKENE.

Electro-Hamostasis in Operative Surgery.

By Ai.EXANDtR J. C. Skene, M. D., LL D., laie Professor of Gynecology

in the Long Island College Hospital, Brooklyn, N. Y., etc.; Author of

"Medical Gynecology" and "A Treatise on the Diseases . Women. "

Being a work Supplementary to his "Treatise on the Diseases of

Women. " With 80 Illustrations. 8vo. 171 pages. Cloth, $2.50.

Sold onlv by subscription.

" This contribution, relatinc to electro-h.-emostasis and the electric cautery in ceneral and t pedal .ur-

eer>-, i:; i'su "d to jupplemenl the third edition of my worlt on dneasen of women, m which the .ubjcct

wai referred to, but alto.^ther too briefly discussed.
. , .u .u a i

•' Th- interest manifested by the profession in this subject, the employment of the new mahods of

operating in other than (rynecolo^,'ica^ surgery, a number of recent improvemenU in instruinriit, and in

KZic of operatini^ and a larcer experience confirmatory of the value of the pnncp^e, and

practice advocuJd; both prompted the underUkinK and raise the hope that the results will be acceptable

to the profession."— /•><»»• Authors Preface.

• No one can read the work and not recoRtiiie that the method has much tocorrimend it, and that

it is appicable to a larc • class of cases. That it will ever supplant the liKature entirely one mu't doubt,

but that it has a wide field of usefulness leemi evident. It is well worthy of every one s careful iXXtvi-

\\on." —LaHctt-Clinic.

"To one interested in the class of abdominal surRery and the surReiy of "">« or less inaccessible

regions this work will appeal. It gives the technic to perfection, and one has only to read in oraer

to understand."- W«/«-»f Medical Revieiv.

" The reader will be well paid by a study of Dr. Skene's excellent monograph, for the variety of the

operations to which electro- h^mostasis is adapted, and the certainty of its refults, justify us m predict-

ing for the new method a wide adoption by the surgeons of the future.' —Medical Dial.

"The book is one which will prove a most valuable adjunct to anv work on general disc j of

women or general sur-ery, and we bespeak for the publisher! a large and comprehensive sale. -K.ana-

dian Journal of Medicine and Surgery.

' To the surgeon who does abdominal sections this b . will be found of
Pr"|,j:f'"'-. Jj^! »^|r]^-

ing, reading, working members of the profession are to he congratulated that Dr. Skene has perfected

and presented this method of controlling haemorrhage in such a clear '"^^^"'y ?^,^"""j,f™Vuch
cial pleading and declamations regarding its merits. 'A' P'^dict that this volume will be n much

demand, es^ially by thnse who have the former work to which this is a supplement. -Georgia Jour-

nal 0/ Medicine and Surgery.

SMITH.

Health: A Handbook for Households and Schools.

I

By Edw.\rd Smith, M P., F. R. S., Fellow of the Royal College of Phy-

sicians and Surgeons of England, etc. Illustrated. i2mo, 198 pages.

Cloth, $1.00.

T is intended to inform the mind on the subjects involved in the word health, to show how health

may be retained and ill-health avoided, and to add to the pleasure and usefulness of life.

"The author of this manual has rendered a real service to families and teachere. It is "<"»«"«

treatise on health, such as would be written by a medical professor for medical students
;
no is it a

treatise on the treatment of diseai=e. but a plain, common^sense essay on the Preventwn o most of he

ills that flesh is heir to. There is no d.mbt that n.ucli of t.-.e ^><^tne.s «-it!:jh-.h h»J.ar,,u ,s a^^^^^^

is the result of ignorance, and proceeds from the use of improper food, f™">,<l'[«^'y* f*'?*^^*:,°;:"

crowded rooms, ill-ventilated workshops, impure water, and other like Pfeventable
«^"f*f- VlK'^^''""

and municipal regulations may do something in the line of P^^en urn, but the people themselves c^^^

do a great deal more -particularly if property enlightened ; and this is the purpose of the book.

Alfiany Journal.
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SMITH.
On Foodi.

By Edward Smith. M. P., LL. B.. F. R. S.. Fellow of the Royal College

of Physicians and Surgeons of London, etc. lanio. 485 pages. Cloth.

ration, and of various kinds of 'o*^"" «P'^H°^\*^.
^V' Yhil wor^^^^^^^^^^ favorable cn.i-

'S''S:r^^r''^<^S^t!'^^^T,^X^V^^^^^^^ pans or .he subject with which

Dr. SmUh's name i- especially Wn^tA."—London Iixaminer.

STEINER.

Compendium of Children's Diseases.

A Handbook for Practitioners and Students. By Dr. Johann Steiner,

Professor of the Diseases of Children in the University of Prague.

Translated froM the second German edition bv Lawson Tait. h. K. L.. .^..

Surgeon to the Birmingham Hospital for Women. 8vo. Cloth. S3. 50;

sheep, $4 so.

the staff of the H.rm.nBham S.ck Children s
""*P''^;'X-'h"'fhev can no? ^ sufficiently commended,

chiefly, of course, relating to the surRical ailmei.ts of children, -bxtract/rom

STEVENS.

Functional Nervous Diseases : Their Causes and their Treatment.

Memoir for the Concourse of 1S81-188;, Academie Royale de Medecine

de Belgique. With a Supplement on the Anomalies of Refraction and

Accommodation of the Eye, and of the Ocular Muscles. By George T.

SfFVENS M D., Ph. D., Member of the American Medical Association,

of the American Ophthalmological Society, etc. ; formerly Professor of

Ophthalmology and Physiology in the Albany Medic.il College. With

6 Photographic Plates and 12 Illustrations. Small 8vo, 217 pages.

Cloth. $2.50.

" K careful study of this work will undoubtedly clear up many hitherto "'T
""f"?*^^.^^'*

°'

nervous doubles, and will lead to a more successful treatt.ient of such. '-Fcor.a Medical Monthly.

"We heartily commend this book to all thoughtful
^'V,^'"« °/ "/J^^^^^^^J^,*^^^^^

they can not fail of finding in it most valuable suggestions.' -Medical and Surgical Reporter.
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^1

Marriage and DIteaae.
STRAHATl.

A Study of Heredity and the more Im|- rtant i.slv Degenerations.

Bv S. A. K. Strahan, M I)., Barrister ai Law ;
Member of the Council

of the Medico-Psychological Association of Great Britain and Ireland,

etc. i2mo, }2b pages. Cloth, $i.2S.

STRECKER.

Adolph Strecker's Short Text-Book of Organic Chemistry.

By Dr. Johannes Wisiicenls. Translated and edited, with Extensive

Additions, by W. H. Hodgkinson, Ph. D., and A. J. Greenaway. F. I. C.

8vo, 789 panes. Cloth, Isi.oo.

" let no one suppose that in this ' Short Text-Book ' we have to deal with a primer. Everything is

comparative, and the term 'short' here has lelatiim to the enormous development am! extent of recent

organic chemistry. This solid and comprehensive volume is intended to represent the present rotidi-

tion iif the science in its main facts and leading principles, as demanded by the systematic chemical

itudeni. We have hrre, probably, the best extant text-book of organic chemistry. Not only is it full

and comprrhensive, and remarkably clear and methodical, but it is up to the very l.i:rst moment, and

it has been, moreover, prepare. 1 in a way to secure the greatest excellences in such a treatise."— /vfM/dr

Science Monthh.

STRUMPELL.
Text-Book of Medicine.

For Students and Practitioners. By Dr. Adolf StrCmpell, Professor

and Director of the Medical Clinique at Erlangen. Third American edi-

tion. Translated by permission from the second, third, and sixth, and

thoroughly revised from the thirteenth German edition, by Herman F.

Vickery, A. B., M. D., Instructor in Clinical Medicine, Harvard Univer-

sity ; Physician to Out-Patients, Massachusetts General Hospital ; F lov^-

of the Massachusetts Medical Socictv, etc. : and Philip Coombs K uipp,

A.M., M. D., Clinical Instructor in Dise;.-.< of the Nervous Sy^te.m,

Harvard University; Physician to f')ut-P.i its with Diseases ot the

Nervous System, Boston City Hospital; Member of the Americin Neu-

rological Association ; Fellow of the Mas."^.ichusetts Medical Society, etc.

With Editorial Notes by Frederick C. Shatti k, A. M., M. D., Jackson

Professor of Clinical Medicine, Harvard University ; Visiting Physician

to the Massachusetts General Hospital; Member of the Associ.-'ion ot

American Physicians; Fellow of the Massachusetts .Medical S. .iety,

etc. With 119 Illustrations. 104? pages. Cloth, $0.00; sheep. -7.00.

" Of the German text-books of practice that have been translated into English, Profes.V)rStri .,('<'".'»

will probably take the highest rank. Between its covers will be found a ery complete and sys^emani"

descnptum of all the diseases which are classed under the lie.±iJ of inlcua; rucdicir.c. i.r.:;Kc ..:-jr,l ;:

the larger works on practice, we do not find the preliminary discourse on general pathological subjects--

an omission which is very much to be commended, because there are at the pres» • ; day so many specia

treatises .,wn pathological subjects that there is no longer a necessity for such a section iti a work oi

rt)is V!nd. The chapter on Typhoid lever is espedaliv valuable, because of the careful description of its

clinical history and of its treatment. It is one of the most valuable works on practice that we have and

one which every studious practitioner should have upon his shelves. —AVrc York Medicai Journal
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many U-eful

iipani- by

^ and icti-

STONE.

Elements of Modern Medicine.

InJuding IVinciplcs of l\itholo>-V and Tlierapeu ics. wit

Memoranda and Valuable Tabit-s of Referen. A

Pocket Fever Charts. Desi^'ned for the Use oi Studci

tioners of Medicine. Bv R. Vm-^ h St..n. M. D ITolcssor of M eria

Medica and Therapei. ics and Cliiical Meduine u, the Central Co ige

of Physicians and Mirgeons. Ino'.anapolis; Physician to the Indiana

Institute fc the Blind ; Consulting I" vsician to the Indianapolis City

Hospital, etc. , > wallet-hook form, with pockets on each cover for

Memoranda, Temperature Charts, etc Cloth. $2. so.

"Thi» i» an abridged work in walU txH.k form, ,
*minK the more advanced views •'""J" ^

•uthorilies with reference to ^-enr.a! ^thalogy .ind th.r,.[«ut.cs . fhe work cmlain* a fund of

u«^UnK".n culled from lb- best ,.u.hc«il«s u the Old and .ew WorM.' -( an^Ji, U«

TAYLOR.

The Law iu its Relations to Physicians.

b. Arthur N. Iaylou, LI . B., of the New >rk R lamo Cloth.

$2 00.

THl (bjectof hi- work i=. to plac« within the reach of everr i
li)»ician a syMemati- u

th<«e questions it law with which he -. moit frequerilly confronted in his praiiice a., -. pi

Fverv Galenist should -learly understaiv what this neat volume concise vunfoirt- Hi

Practice Medicine and Surg, ry,' Contract o! l'hy«Ci > with Pa- .t. 'Coni ict of I'

-«'">«

J

cian,' • Right, and Liabilitie .f I bird Partirs ' • kigl lo Compcn-^tion,' • K=covery of Cmi
•Ciril MSpractice, including General Liabil.ty < i hysician to PatietU, Criminal ,ial>

• Privilpged Communication*.' Indeed, the praci., .lu- of such kr, .wledge, eipeoai .nt; i

lines, can hardly be overestimated. '

—

Massacku^fi:^ •dical Journal.

men'

icia:

and
aacial

THAYER.

Lectures on the Malarial Fevers

Bv WiLLiA Sydney Thayf' ... I).. Associ. e Professor of

t! Johns Hopkins Univer-Uy. With 19 harts, and ; I

Fi.iies .showing the Parasite if Trii. n, Quartan, ..nd ytstivo-.

F vers Small 8\n. ;,26 pag.'s. Cloth, ^rr-

THIS IS thf y work in the Knglish lar.:uage which ontains a full rrctJ and exposition

lit

lie

lal

the

* jubie-

• The w
on this 5b ''ji-

every pr<»i;n:s

This is u

alalia.

, valuable a^ beinR the clearest and most comprehensive book that has been pubUshed

We cati cot too highly recommend it, at ' believe it will find a ri.ice in the libra^ry of

e physician who has malarial fevers comin. under his obseri atior Medical Sfnlinfl.

. u.^ ... ... . aestionably a rong .ind able j =enta'

thi^ important abject, C( verin;; the ground c(im|ji-ehen^

X. forceful manner, calculated to impress upon the

er,: .; the conditions under which malaria prevails, rec

f. rm in which the malarial parasite exists cutside of th-

if the advance though ini! -aching iitxin

V. if not exhaustively. : ly writt. n in

ider the .salient ideas, '.!; wncr. in conMd-

niies that we are absolutely igr,.rant of li.t

rasiie cxisus ..ui»iuc u. »... ar.ian body, ^nd equally ignorant .
t the man-

ia ''•hich !t enters .A.> excellent study is given ot ts presence in the body. The wor»: is one of

umsual interest to the advanced clinician."

—

Hahnemanntan.

• This work contains 126 pages, and is probably one of the most valuable and rej><lf|t'j^'^''!j!'.^*

Ae have had the pleasure of reviewing. Particularly to the Southern physicians will it be of special

benefit malaria beinj,' their most prevalent and often difficult disease to manage. The work contains

nine lectures, written clearly and to the point. The book is weU printed on good paper, and makes a

neat volume."— CV»a/-/tf«if Medical Journal.

•^ai
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THOMAS.
Abortion and its Treatment,

From the Standpoint of Practical Experience. A Special Course of

Lectures delivered before the College of Physicians and Surgeons, New
York, Session of 1 889-90. By T. Gaillard Thomas, M. D., Emeritus

Professor of Obstetrics and Gynaecology. From Notes by P. Brynberg

Porter. M. U. Revised by the Author. Cloth, $1.00.

THOMPSON.
Practical Dietetics,

With Special Reference to Diet in Dis-

ease. By W. GiLMAN Thompson, M. D.,

Professor of Materia Medica, Thera-

peutics, and Clinical Medicine in the

University of the City of New York

;

Visiting Physician to the Presbyterian

and Bellevue Hospitals, New York.

Illustrated. Large 8vo, 800 pages.

Cloth, $5.00 ; sheep, $6.00. Sold only

by subscription.

"TTHE subject is one which does not receive proper atten-

-^ tion either in medical colleges or in the standard works

upon the theory and practice of medicine ; the directions

given in the latter being of a very general and vague char-

acter, and in the former it is dismissed in one or two lec-

tures. In hospitals and in the training of nurses too little

attention ii paid to the subject, while in works on food and

dietetics the practical application of dietetics to disease

receives but slight notice. This work is intended to remedy

these shortcomings, and to furnish to the pr.ctitioner a text-book conUining instructions as to the

appropriate diet in diseases which are influenced by right feeding.

" The arrangement of this treatise is such that a busy practitioner can turn in a moment to a dietupr

which is adapted to any disease ht may have under treatment and there find specific directions. We
commend the book to every physician, believing that its frequent use will relieve him from a part of his

professional work which has in the past been most unsatisfactory both to himself and to his patient. —
Brooklyn Medical "Journal.

" This book strikes us as a very important contribution to medical literature. We are greatly mis-

taken if it does not meet with a very large sale. All classes of practitioners wiU find it of the greatest

practical value to them in their daily work."—faci/fc Medical Journal.

" This is at once the best and most exhaustive book upon this subject with which we are familiar.

The best, because, in the first place, it is written by a teacher of therapeutics who knows the needs of

the practicing phvsirian, and yet who has taught in previous years as a professor of physiology all that

one needs to know in regard to the principles of digestion and assimilation. For this reason the author

is unusuallv wel! qualified to prepare a useful manual, but it is not until one has perused the volume

that he thoroughly grasps the scope and depth of the manner in which Dr. Thompson has treated his

subject."

—

Therapeutic Gazette.

" Without any 'xception we believe this work to be one of the best, if not the best, for practical use-

fulness that has issued from any press by anv author in the last ten years. It is- particularly useful

because it supplies a vacanc>' in the librar>- which every physician finds whenever he has a case to treat,

and where diet occupies a part in the treatment and the recuperation of the patient. ... It is complete

in every department, each chapter being a model of conciseness and perfectness. With a book like this

at hand many a day's sickness wil'. be prevented, by the attending physician being able to prescribe a

proper diet."

—

Medical Current,

W. Oilman Thompson, M. D.
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THOMSON.
Outlines of Zoology.

By J. Arthur Thomson, M. A., F. R. S. E., Lecturer on ZoSlogy in the

School of Medicine, Edinburgh, etc. With }2 full-page Illustrations.

i2mo, 641 pages. Cloth, $3.00. (The Students' Series )

" This book is intended to serve as a manual for the use of students in the lecture room, museum,

and laboratory, and as an accompaniment to certain other works. The first seven chapters treat of a

general survey of the animal kingdom, physiology, morphology, reproduction and life history, paleon-

tology, geographical distribution, and etiology ; the next seven chapters are devoted to the characters

and classification of the invertebrates; the remaining chapters to the vertebrates."—J/^<//fa/ <!»<» Sur-

gical Reporter.

TILLMANNS.

A Text-Book of General Surgery.

By Dr. Hermann Tillmanns, Professor of the

University of Leipsic. Vol. I. The Principles

of Surgery and Surgical Pathology. 800

pages. A new edition in preparation. Vols.

11 and 111. Regional Surgery. 833 and 929

pages. Translated by John Rogers, M. D.,

and Benjamin T. Tilton, M. D. Edited by

Lewis A. Stimson, M. D., Professor of Surgery

in the New York University. With many Il-

lustrations. Svo. Cloth, $5.00; sheep, $6.00

each volume. Sold only by subscription.

pvR. HERMANN TILLMANNS, Professor of Surgery in the Hermann Tillmanns, M. D.

University of Leipsic, possesses as a teacher those rare qualities

which enable him to instruct the student, step by step, beginning by

the laying of a firm, broad foundation, upon which is built the solid surgical structure. On account

of these exceptional qualities of the author his work was selected as the best for the use of students,

and at the same time well adapted to the needs of the practitioner.

" To those who can read German, Tillmanns's Surgery has for long been a valuable book of refer-

ence ; and the more so since there is no English text-book on the subject which can in any way be com-

pared with it. . . . Indeed, there has been nothing issued at all comparable to this work."—/Vaf/i//o«^r.

" The translators are to be congratulated on their selection of this work as a medium through which

to bring the current views of German surgeons before the English-reading medical public. ... In

reviewing the second volume we were able to express our appreciation of the subject-matter of the

work, the satisfactory manner in which the translators had brought it before us, and the share which

the publishers had taken in making it attractive and useful. The volume now to hand equally merits

our warm commendation, and we have before us the concluding installment of one of the best works on

mi/dem surgery available in the English language. "—&t>//«>A Medical and Sitrgical Journal.

TRACY.
Handbook of Sanitary Information for Householders.

Containing Facts and Suggestions about Ventilation, Drainage, Care of

Contagious Diseases, Disinfection, Food, and Water. With Appen-

dices on Disinfectants and Plumbers' Materials. By Roger S. Tracy,

M. D., Sanitary Inspector of the New York City Health Department.

Second edition, revised. i6mo. Cloth, so cents.
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TUSON.

Copley's Cyclopaedia of Practical Receipts,

And Collateral Information in the Arts, Manufactures, Professions, and

Trades, including Medicine, Pharmacy, and Domestic Economy. De-

signed as a Comprehensive Supplement to the Pharmacopoeia, and

General Book of Reference for the Manufacturer, Tradesman, Amateur,

and Heads of Families. Sixth edition, revised and partly rewritten by

Richard V. Tuson, Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology in the Royal

Veterinary College. With Illustrations. Complete in Two Volumes,

I7q6 pages. Cloth, $9.00.

COOLEV'S " Cjdopjedia of Practical Receipts" has for many yeais enjoyed an extended repuution

for its accuracy and comprehensiveness. The sixth edition is larger than the last by some six hun-

dred pages. Much greater space than hitherto is devoted to hygiene (including sanitation, the composi-

tion and adulteration of foods), as well as to the arts, pharmacy, manufacturing chemistry, and other

subjects of importance to those for whom the woric is intended. The articles on what is commonly

termed " household medicine " have been amplified and numerically increased.

The design of this work is briefly but not completely expressed in its title-page. Independently of a

reliable and comprehensive collection of formuke -ind processes in nearly all the industrial and useful

arts, it contains a description of the leading properties and applications of the substances referred to,

together with ample directions, hints, data, and allied information, calculated to facilitate the develop-

ment of the practical value of the book in the shop, the laboratory, the factory, and the household.

Notices of the substances embraced in the materia medica, in addition to the whole of their prepara-

tions, and numerous other animal and vegetable substances employed in medicine, as weli as most of

those used for food, clothing, and fuel, with their economic applications, have been included in the

work. The synonyms and references are other additions which will prove invaluable to the reader.

Lastly, there have been appended to all the principal articles referred to brief but clear directions for

determining their purity and commercial value, and for detecting their presence and proportions in com-

pounds. The indiscriminate adoption of matter, without examination, has been uniformly avoided, and

in no instance has any formula or process been admitted into this work unless it rested on some well-

known fact of science, had been sanctioned by usage, or come recommended by some respectable authority.

TYNDALL.

Essays on the Floating Matter of the Air,

In Relation to Putrefaction and Infection. By Prof. John Tyndall,

F. R. S. i2mo. Cloth. $i.=;o.

COXTEXTS: Chapter I. On Dust and Disease. II. Optical Deportment of the Atmosphere in

Relation to Putrefaction and Infection. III. Further Researches en Deportment and Vitality of Putre-

factive Organisms. IV. Fermentation, and its Bearings on Surgery and Medicine. V. Spontaneous

Generation. Appendix.

" Professor Tyndall's book is a calm, patient, clear, and thorough treatment of all the questions and

conditions of nature and society involved in this theme. The work is lucid and convmcing, yet not

prolix or pedantic, but popular and really enjoyable. It is worthy of patient and renewed study."—

Philadflphia Times.

" In the book before us we have the minute details of hundreds of observations on infusions exposed

to opticallv pure air : infusions of mutton, beef, haddock, hay, turnip, liver, hare, rabbit, srouse, pheas-

ant, salmon, cod, etc. ; infusions heated by boiling water and by boiling oil. sometimes for a lew

moments and sometimes for several hours, and. however varied the mf)de of procedure, the result was

invariablv the same, with not even a shade of uncertainty. The fallacy of spontaneous generation and

the probabilitv of the germ theory of disea.«e seem to us the inference, and the only mference, that can

be drawn from the results of nearly ten thousand experiments performed by Professor Tyndall within

the last two ytin."— Pittsburg Telegraph.

" The matter contained in this work is not only presented in a very interesting way, but is of great

value."

—

Boston Journal 0/ Commerce.
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ULTZMANN.

Pyuria; or, Pus in the Urine, and its Treatment.

Comprising the Diagnosis and Treatment of Acute and Chronic

Urethritis, Prostatitis, Cystitis, and Pyelitis, with especial reference to

their Local Treatment. By Dr. Robert Ultzmann, Professor of Genito-

urinary Diseases in the Vienna Poliklinik. Translated, by permis-

sion, by Dr. Walter B. Piatt, F. R. C. S. (Eng.), Baltimore, lamo.

Cloth, $1.00.

" Those of the profession who are familiar with the works of Professor UlUmann will welcome this

translation as constituting a real addition to our literature on genito-urinary diseases. It can not be too

hiphly recommended to the attention of the profession, not only on account of its scientific value, but

alio for the many practical suggestions regarding treatment to be found in the chapter on Therapeutics.

The translator is to be congratulated I'pon the excellent manner in which his work has been accoro-

pUshed. The book is neatly and tastefully got up by the publishers."—J/af-yawrf Medical Journal.

VAN BUREN.

Lectures on the Principles of Surgery.

Delivered at the Bellevue Hospital Medical College. By the late W. H.

Van Buren, M. D., LL. D. Edited by Dr. Lewis A. Stimson. 8vo, 588

pages. Cloth, $4.00; sheep, $5.00.

" If we are to judge of the interesting style by the mere reading of these lectures, how greatly they

must have been appreciated by those who heard them by the teacher ! There is nothing dry or prosy

in them. The illustrations of principles are drawn from the clinical material of the teacher, and are

always fresh and apropos. Past and present theories are compared in such a way as to give the student

an interest in the work of older pathologists, and to point out progress made, without weaiying him

with a dry narration at a time when he is not able to comprehend the underlying philosophy. Dr. Van

Burcn's popularity as a teacher can be easily understood from a study of this volume. His manner is

vivacious, his matter select, and his fullness of knowledge ea.sily discernible. He writes like one in

authority, full of enthusiasm, and possessed of the skill of imparting to students just that sort of knowl-

edge best suited to their future intellectual growth. The work is handsomely printed, with full-faced,

clear type and leaded lines, and is in every way a credit to the publishers."—A'orr* Carohna Medtcal

Journal.

Lectures upon Diseases of the Rectum and the Surgery of the

Lower BoweL

Delivered at the Bellevue Hospital Medical College. By the late W. H.

Van Buren, M. D., Professor of the Principles and Practice of Surgery

in the Bellevue Hospital Medical College, etc. Second edition, revised

and enlarged. With 27 Illustrations and Complete Index. 8vo, 412

pages. Cloth, $3.00 ; sheep, $4.00.

"The reviewer too often finds it a difficult task to discover points to praise in order that his criti-

cisms may not seem one-sided and unjust. These lectures, however, place him upon the other hortj

of the dilemma, vi«., to find somewhat to criticise severely enough to clear himself of the charge of

indiscriminating laudation. Of course, the author upholds some views which conflict with other authori-

ties, but he substantiates them by the most powerful of arguments, vir., a large experience, the results

of « nich are enunciated by one who elsewhere shows that he can appreciate, and accord the due value

to, the work and experience of others."

—

Archives 0/ Medicine.
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VON 7HSSL.

Outlines of tie Pathology and Treatment of Syphilis and Allied

Venereal Diseases.

By Hermann von Zeissl, M. D., late Professor at the Imperial-Royal

University of Vienna. Second edition, revised by Maximilian von

Zeissl, M. D., Privat-Docent for Diseases of the Skin and Syphilis at the

Imperial-Royal University of Vienna. Authorized edition. Translated,

with Notes, by H. Raphael, M. D., Attending Physician for Diseases of

the Genito-Urinary Organs and Syphilis, Bellevue Hospital Out-Patient

Department, etc. 8vo, 402 pages. Cloth, $4.00; sheep, $5.00.

"We regard the book as an excellent text-book for student or physician, and hope to hear of
its adoption as such. In therapeutic detail the recot. mendations are all good."

—

Virginia Medical
Monthly.

" It is scarcely necessary to refer to the talented author of the above-named work, since his lifelont;

labor as a teacher and writer upon venereal diseases has made him known and quoted wherever these
affections exist and are XxtaxeA."— Polydinic.

" It is a most thorough and practical manual, and translator and publishers both have done well in

their respective capacities in thus issuing it."

—

Medical Press of Western New York.

" The book is a most excellent one in every respect, and the translator has done his work well."

—

Celumbus Medical yournal,

" Medical scit nee suffert-d a severe loss when, in September, 1884, Hermann von Zeissl died. Hap-
pily for us, this master in his chosen specialty had embodied the results of his vast experience in a
text-book on sy|ihili,s and venereal diseases and published it some years before his death. The book
now before us is a second edition of the former book, revised and in large part rewritten by Maximilian
v<in Zeissl, and issued in the original ome seven months before the father's death. It is a masterly
treatise, and thoroughly practical. We can commend it to all who are interested in venereal subjects.

. . . Dr. Raphael has made a smooth and readable translation, and has added much valuable matter
to the book, adapting it to the use of American physicians. The chapter on Galloping Syphilis is

entirely by him."

—

New York Medical yournal

WAGNER.
Manual of Chemical Technology.

By Ri'DOi.pH VON Wagnfr. Translated and edited by William Crookes,

F. R. S., from the thirteenth enlarged (ierman edition as remodeled

by Dr. Ferdinand Fischer. With S96 lilustratioiis. 8vo, 968 pages.

Cloth, $7. so.

T TNDER the head of Metallurgic Chemistry, the latest methods of pre|>aring iron, cobalt, nickel,

copper, copper salts, lead and tin and their sahs, bismutli, line, zinc salts, cadmium, antimony,

arsenic, mercurj', platinum, silver, gold, manganates, aluminium, and magnesium, are d«-Mnbed The
••nous applications of the voltaic current to electro metallurt.'y follow under this division. The iupa-
ration of potash and siKia alts, the manufacture of sulphuric arid afjd the recovery of sulphur from

soda waste, of cf)urse oKupv prominent places in the consideritiiin .f rfiemiral manufacture^ It is

difficult to OBflsestiniate tin raercantile value of Mond's prosess,. i^ weil is the many new and in.j-.rtant

applications ot bwolphide of carbon. The manufaiture <«f snap will 1* found toimh.f? much detail.

The technology ei gla.ss. stoneware, limiK. aiwi mortas wi£ preseoi muth ttf isAnesI o, the builder

and engineer. The technolo>;y of vegetablt- fibers his. tieen iTjnsidered h- in< lude the (jreparation of

flax, hfinn mttitn ^ urell as p^per-makincr '. whalp t%i»^ ^pplir^tio^ eJt v^j^^taKl*. ^.rivfurt^ ift'ill \v foiirwj

m include sttgar-hniling, win<? and )jeer brewing, the distillation o( spirit*, the baluBf o( bread, the

preparation of vinegar, the preservation of wood, etc.
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WALTON.

The Mineral Springs of the United States and Canada,

With Analyses and Notes on the Prominent Spas of Europe, and a List

of Seaside Resorts. By George E. Walton, M. D., Lecturer on Materia

Medica in the Miami Medical College, Cincinnati. Second edition, re-

vised and enlarged. With Maps. i2mo, 414 pages. Cloth, $2.00.

THE author has given the analyses of all the springs in this country, and those of the principal

European spas, reduced to a uniform standard of one wine-pint, so that they may readily be com-

pared. He has arranged the springs of America and Europe in seven distinct classes, and described

the diseases to which mineral waters are adapted, with references to the class of waters applicable to

the treatment ; and the peculiar characteristics of each spring as near as known are given
;
also the

location, mode of access, and post-office address of every spring are mentioned. In addition, he has

described the various kinds of baths, and the appropriate use of them in the treatment of disease.

• Precise and comprehensive, presenting not only reliable analyses of the waters, but their thera-

peutic value, so that physicians can hereafter advise their use as inteihgently and benefiaaUy as tjiey can

other valuable alterative agents. '—Sanitarian.

WEBBER.

A Treatise on Nervous Diseases:

Theii Symptoms and Treatment. A Text-Book for Students and

Practitioners. By S. G. Webber, M. D., Clinical Instructor in Nervous

Diseases, Harvard Medical School ; Visiting Physician for Diseases of

the Nervous System at the Boston City Hospital, etc. With 1 5 Illus-

trations. 8vo, 41 s pages. Cloth, $3.00.

"This book is admirably adapted for students and those practitioners of medicine who wish to

obtain in the smallest possible space a g<»d general idea of nervous diseases as they are now studied.

Condensation has been carried almost to an extreme, and yet the work is more than a mere compen-

dium its author evidently being an accomplished specialist. Much valuable mformation with reference

to nervous diseases has been contracted into 4i5"pages, and what is presented has the great ment of

n\\a!b\\\ly."—Polyclinic.

WEEKS.
A Text-Book of Nursing.

For the Use of Training Schools, Families, and Private Students.

Compiled by Clara S. Weeks-Shaw, Graduate of the New York Hos-

pital Training School ; Superintendent of Training School for Nurses,

Paterson, N. J. Second edition, revised and enlarged. With 42 Illus-

trations. i2mo, 391 pages. Cloth, $i.7«i.

"The book deserves to be in the possession of every trained nurse and in every training-school

library."— iV^rfiVra/ \'ews.

" The new edition of this very practical little text-book is a distinct improvement, and will serve to

commend it to more extended adoption. If families were supplied with such a book, instead of the

ponderous tomes called ' The Family Doctor,' etc., and taught how to care for the sick rather than to

study theif diseases and lose valuable time in ill-advised efforts at treatment, it would be a great advan-

tage to the sicV.."—Chicago Medical Recorder.

•• This is one of the most exhaustive works on the siibj^-t th-t have yrt h«-n i ---iied It is thoroughly

practical and up to date, and contains in an attractive form the substance of most other works oi a like

naixuK."—Denver Medical Times.
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Monthly Nursing.

By A. Worcester, M. D.

Second edition, revised.

WORCESTER.

Fellow of the Massachusetts Medical Society.

Cloth, $i.2<>.

" This is the veij best little book it has been our pleasure to read for many a day. As its title indi-
cates, it conUins directions to and outlines the duties of the nurse during the first month after child-
birth. The author does this in a thorough, complete, and prartical way. His language is pointed, and
his style has made the subject interesting. Though written for the student-nurse, the physician will
Snd many useful suggestions in it, and fathers and mothers will be made better patents by its perusal."
—tlempku Medical Monthly.

" The author has succeeded in presenting a very excellent, readable, and practical little work, setting
forth the principles of action in the order in which the nurse will need them, and telling what kind of
service the physician and the patient have the right to expect from the monthly nurse."— College and
Clinical Record.

*

WYETH.
A Text-Book on Surgery;

General, Operative, and Mechanical.

By John A. Wyeth, M. D., Professor

of General and Genito-Urinary Surgery

in the New York Polyclinic ; Visiting

Surgeon to Mount Sinai Hospital, etc.

Third revised and enlarged .edition,

entirely rewritten and reset. With

938 Illustrations. Large 8vo, 997 pages.

Cloth, $7.00; sheep, $8.00. Sold only

hy subscription.

"T^HE author, who is an accomplished lurgeon of wide
experience, and fully abreast of the highest attainments

in surgical knowledge and scienco, presents to the student

and practitioner a means of acquainting himself with mod-
em surgery as it is taught and practiced by a master of the

art, and will enable him to prepare himself for the intelli-

gent performance of many operations and to treat many surgical lesions with which he may feel he is

not sufficiently familiar.

" The term ' revised,' as applied to a medical or surgical work, is only too often a mere advertising
dodge. Not so with the present edition of Wyeth's 'Surgery.' Every chapter shows the imprint of
a masterly revision. Wyeth's text-book has enjoyed a wide popularity, more especially beatuse of
the evident conscientiousness of the author and the eminently practical character of his teaching. . . .

Taken as a whole, there is no better guide for the student and practitioner of surgery than Wyeth's
text-book."

—

Medicine.

" Wveth's ' Surgery ' is too well and favorably known to require extended review. It has been a
standard text-book ever since its first appearance twelve yfars ago. The third edition is more than one
hundred pages larger than the previous edition. . . . The book is in all respects satisfactory, and
wortVy of the time, skill, and care lavished upon it by author and p\ih\\s\teT."—Medical Ulandard.

" Professor Wyeth's classical work continues to receive well-merited indorsement by all who make
use of it. The first edition was arranged more particularly for general practitioners. . . . The author
is always lucid and well-balanced, and shows thorough familiarity with every topic considered. The
subject-matter is distributed in proper proportion on practical themes. Mechanically the book is a typo-
graphic triumph."—Z»«»tw Medical Times.

" Dr. Wyeth, being one of the foremost teachers and surgeons of America, therefore thoroughly
underxtanrts bow and what to impress upon his reader:;. He realizes the importance of fully uiiiief-
standing the cause of disease, and therefore devotes much space to the discussion of surgical pathology

;

for it is upon this special part of surgery that most advances have been made, and its thorough com-
prehension is necessary to the up-to-date surgeon."— 7>xaj Medical News.

John A. Wyeth, M. D.
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